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What is it that is meant ?
Practice Development .

The voice of the engaged fashion practitioner interprets, through thought and action, the cultural contexts, visual traces and reflective interactions of fashion practice as it is lived. This

narrative (narrative 1) illustrates a journey of visual and literary note-taking through a doing of practice; sketchbook work and journal entries, 3D drawing using pin and pen, contextual referencing and anchoring, visual inventories, personal anthologies and journaled
interactions of a doing of practice to expose the complex and intuitive intelligences made of practice.
A telling of a doing of practice (as discovery) emerge as narratives of both a visualisation and translation of a lived reality of fashion practice. Through practice development the torment of self-critique haunts rational thought until a restored confidence is found through
actively engaging with the notion of reflective practice. The practitioner’s heightened obsession with theatre or symbolic storytelling becomes central to the evolving practice aesthetic as a craved state of knowing and doing through practice is laid bare. The practitioner
finds root in the language of flowers (as fashion theme) and meaningfully questions through interpretation of a process of practice what is seen, what is known and what is meant at the time of knowing to emerge as a truth to what is.
Whilst denying hierarchy of image or word and with limited logic or order, a tacit knowing is evident as the practitioner (as author) brings to bare a seeing of the development of the fashion practice aesthetic and a journey of looking becomes what is.

The

intrigue goes beyond what is seen to what is meant

].
Figure.2. Sketchbook Entry.
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practitioners know and do through, in and of practice
now needs to be heard.

I am charged as a provocative

communicator of my practice and as a mediator of
this, a lived reality of fashion practice.

If I ponder

this moment for too long a momentary sense of fear

A Telling

and self doubt questions the validity of my claim,

If

I, as a practitioner, do not make claim of this doing as
a knowing of my practice who else will?.

Linking theory with my practice feels like an unknown
known.

In contextualising my practice I am challenged

by the complexity of what I do, what I know and
what I mean?

The imperative is to share this deep

sense of engagement that I experience with others.

of a Knowing

of Practice

Can others see how I see?

[

The

I just don’t know.

].

exhilaration of a seeing as a knowing is momentary

and fleeting

My Rose is in Bloom

Figure.3. Calico Study.

of a Doing

This Voice of the Engaged Practitioner

This voice, my voice, concerned with what fashion
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A Way of Seeing

When I draw what I am thinking my practice begins to
make sense.

Could it be that this visual and literary

Practice just Happens

The practitioner as author .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

language of my practice will transcend the experiences
and perceptions of what I do?

The practitioner’s sketchbooks, jottings and note-taking somehow merge into one: one thought,

one meaning, one understanding etc. A visual and literary language is purposefully emerging to help make sense of the sense-making. As a lived reality of practice and as a curated context in
its own right, could this telling of a doing of practice become a way of seeing: a visual and literary language that is concerned with the practice contexts, visual traces and reflective interactions
of the fashion practitioner?

I feel empowered yet daunted by my practice as a
journey of discovery that is uncertain by its very
definition.

Doing practice just happens. I don’t plan

what I am about to draw or make.

A split second

between not knowing and knowing leads my hand to

interpret what feels like a complex revelation of what
might be?

The problem I have come to understand is if this is what
i think i do then how can i tell you what i think i do?

practitioner intuitively draws as practice begins to make sense

].

Figure.6. A Visual Note.

Figure.5. Sketchbook Entry.

The

Sentiment is a given

Figure.4. Sketchbook Entry.
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In 1825 Henry Phillips wrote of floral emblems and

National Emblems

The Mise-en-scène
The spectacle .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

emblems as pictorial images, or of culture and society.
It is this notion of emblematic representation that I
wish to explore as singular tales evident within the
spectacle of my
practice.

The emerging spectacle places its cultural roots in the thematic foundations of the Victorian art of the Language of Flowers and is to indulge

a provocative fashion theme. A silent language that became known as Floriography evocative of the memories and practices of an etiquette that permitted feelings to be expressed rather
than to be spoken. Through a process of practice, this floral code affords a visual and literary metaphor to construct a narrative of fashion practice as it was lived. The mischievous givings of

Figure.7. A Visual Note.

Early Bud yet to Bloom

].

Conceptual
might be

understanding emerges from the other of the practitioner self, as discovery of what

I am conscious that time past is closely forgetting the
art and language of such a coded practice.

I find myself inquisitive as to the breadth of

the discovery that I am about to make. I have

a yen to preface with a personal anthology of
floral muse to evolve my practice ideas.

I now have the foundations to build my practice.

Figure.9. Sketchbook Entry.

I am daunted once again by a heightened sense

of knowing. This is it, this is my fashion theme,
a foundation of both meaning and message
with which to build my practice around.
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Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Lavender, Peony or Passiflora?

[

Figure.8. Sketchbook Entry.

the Peony and the heartfelt Tussie-Mussie mediate as muses to emerge as the mise-en-scène of the fashion practice aesthetic.

Introduction

Narrative 1

I am conscious that fashion exhibition is often a

portrait of cultural adoption with a thematic bias

that does not allude to the practitioner’s mastery of
their practice.

Why is this?

Are we not interested

in the practices of the practitioner?

Is it assumed

that the practitioner’s practice has little or no

Butler (in Davies 2010, p.88) describes the ‘buzz’ experienced when an idea comes from

nowhere and the agonising feeling of inadequacy if ‘it’ does not appear. This buzz or knowing in practice, as an authored function of practice, can be elusive and an entity or state of mind not
to be taken for granted nor easily called upon at will. In the context of a scholarly activity and a constructed narrative as inquiry the truth of the practitioner’s telling is granted value through
reflection in and on practice. Is it that the creative authorship of this living portfolio resides with the practitioner’s unabbreviated oeuvre, (as Foucault’s ‘complete oeuvre’ 1969, p.23-33) not
just of the finished artefact as spectacle but of sketchbook work, thought structures, crossings-out, journal-keeping, discarded works, notes and conversations leading up to and including the
finished artefact and practice aesthetic?

value in the domain that they practice?

I wonder

if it is just because no one has ever asked the

question or the scene set to appraise the works
of such masters of this domain?

Once again

I am tormented by my own presumptions.

I need to some how collude in the knowing of
others.

To find an anchor that might grant

validity to my own experiences of practice.

Beyond The Narrative

Feel how I Feel
See how I See

].

Touch how I Touch
Hear how I Hear

visual and literary inventory of what is seen , known and meant at the time of knowing

Sense my Senses

See Inside How I Feel

What is it that is Seen ?

Figure.10. Beyond the Narrative

matures as the cornerstone of practitioner reasoning

Share my Drama

Figure.11. Sketchbook Entry.

See Inside How I Feel

A

Fashions’ Mise-en-scène

Author as Function

[
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A Contemporary Context .
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I can’t find the creative me.

I feel under enormous

pressure to perform, as this is it...the start of my
practice journey.

This precious creative me, consumed

by a serendipity that is indiscriminate and is some how
not me? Where does the creative me go?

The pressure to find my creative self and get ‘it’ right

Fashion practice plays an important role in articulating the concerns of the now, the contemporary

unnerves me. I need to recognise this as a moment of

frustration, a state of mind and not to go there. What

and also of historical memory. Evans (2007, p.6) argues that fashion is not necessarily the voice of its creator but an independent voice portraying inner and pent-up emotions representing

is it but a moment of blackness, an eclipse that clouds

intrigue, desires and fear from past historical references, or of ‘what is or might be’. Fashion spurs a social and thematic narrative of cultural, political and technological debate. What of

my vision and judgement?

the practitioner’s mastery of practice? The stage is set but the knowledge of their practice, as a tacit act, is lost to the extravaganza that shadows and steals opportunity for further debate

My sense of knowing is

disabled and I cannot call upon it at will.

on their practice. Should fashion practice exercise its exclusivity and be considered similar to that of art-making (Rinaldi 2007, p.28-29) then practitioner thought and practitioner action,

At this moment I can not find myself .

appraised as a constructed context of practice, could determine a way of seeing fashion practice in a scholarly context?

recognise myself.

I don’t even

The pressure to be creative, to

perform, has confounded my ability to be the very
person who I define myself to be.

[

Through sketchbook work the practitioner

].

captures image and word as mnemonics of
what might be

Figure.13. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.14. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.12. Sketchbook Entry.

Eureka Moments are Not to be Taken for Granted

This Seeing
Thinking about practice .
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Perhaps this is where

conceptual thinking plays
its part beyond mastery
of practice?

McQueen’s

work, for example, as

concept, often dominates the
practice aesthetic.

Over the decades fashion practitioners have been encouraged to display a freedom of ideas and vision that is to be celebrated

This dress,

as a recognisable everyday

item of clothing, exudes such

by its consuming audiences. Williams (2006, p.45) argues that there are parallels to be drawn with the motor industry where concept models are regularly on show for critique by both public

physical allure that I cannot

and professional audiences, and in doing so granted provenance to the brand and drives success by association. In a contemporary context the fashion practitioner now needs to appropriate

easily ignore.

their creative (scholarly) credentials to grant a freedom of their practice to inform and further the critical and cultural landscape of the discipline. Perhaps fashion, not too dissimilar to the motor

The Dominance of Fashion as Conceptual Metaphor

The Practitioner’s Stage
Fashion’s duality .

Appendix

Exhibition

I wonder why I

am drawn to such a fanciful

Figure.15. Sketchbook Entry.

Introduction

and visual definition of what

industry, has fallen too willingly into the trappings of commerce and in doing so denied its very chance to prove any scholarly credentials?

fashion is?

Why am I seduced by such visual extravagance?
I unwittingly accepting the articulation of the

Am

conceptual inference and sculptural form over its
wearability as a practical piece of clothing?

I

am excited by the drama, stimulated by the visual
silhouette and the contextual references into a
narrative space.

As I grow more critically aware of my creative self,

aesthetic that excites my passion for what might be.

].

composition of story constructs the spectacle of practice

through visual and literary metaphor

Figure.16. Sketchbook Entry.

The

it is this visual extravagance of the fashion practice

My obsessive need to hunt and gather information

unknown is taking me away from the job at hand and
feelings of frustration and guilt shadow over me.

Looking for Hours and Hours...

[

symphony that brings fabrics, colour, proportion,

I have spent an extraordinary amount of time just

looking and I am not even sure what I am looking for?

Figure.17. Sketchbook Entry.
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I have pulled out all my figure illustrations to explore
silhouette. It’s really inspiring me to consider theme,
maybe flowers, memories or something to do with

Britishness, or something to do with the monarch, or

something that we celebrate? Maybe the life and times
of someone or something?

Goody (1993, p.364-366) compares the brush movements of an artist to the long tradition of writings that have evolved

Goody also described a community of artists existed who painted, composed poetry and penned in calligraphy concerned with the meaning and languages of the flower and described an
‘allowing of ideas and feelings to flow back and forth between the words and the pictures’.
Goody’s (1993, p.364-366) findings bring the culture of art and the culture of the artist together
and recognises the toing and froing of a mixed narrative approach to achieve a common cultural
dialogue and understanding amongst the self and peers. Could it be this bringing together of the

Figure.18. Sketchbook Entry.

from the paintings and cultures of flowers and argued that the artists of the time, be it a painter or a poet, moved from a philosophical approach to more a poetic perspicuity of their practice.

meaningfully perceived and understood?

I so long to have a clear head, there is something inside
me that longs to have a clear head. To be able to work
through the fluidity of what I am thinking directly

on to paper; a clear head which means I can be fully
engaged, or do I mean fully immersed, in what I am
thinking and doing? A position of clarity is needed?

Maybe it’s just my inability to focus on just one thing
that hinders my thinking and doing?

Truth

to what is as a moment of knowing

].

a painter when placing his brush on to canvas.

stroke is meaningful and heartfelt and balances

Making Marks

As a practitioner, every mark that I make I relate to

Figure.19. Sketchbook Entry.

A Position of Clarity

two cultures is where fashion practice and the practices of the fashion practitioner could be more

[

Developing a Theme

Culture of Practice
Mixed Narratives .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Each

knowledge with skill to ensure the message or meaning
will be dealt to the spectator of the piece.
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Floral Emblems by Henry Phillips, 1825

Unabbreviated Oeuvre

I am trying to narrow down my focus and define a

fashion theme that has a strong sense of meaning and
importance for the twenty-first century.

Memory and

meaning, culture, tradition and society need to underpin
and inform my aesthetic direction. I am drawn to the
value and provenance given to national emblems.

The Hierarchy of Image and Word .

An emblem is a pictorial image that represents or

epitomises a concept in either abstract or representative
form.

The sovereignty of the image is upheld

sometimes accompanied by a short motto.

Both image

and word sit side by side to symbolise the abstract
representations.

As a practitioner I am often frustrated by the
hierarchy of image and word.

Why does word win over

image yet the image is sustained in the mind?

As a practitioner I thrive on both image and word as

communicative tools that can externalise and actualise
my inner pondering.

I am compelled to put pen to

paper at every opportunity and this leads and informs
my practice and everyday actions.

I even surprise

myself sometimes how an idea evolves out of my markmaking and word associations.
Scribbles as utterances
become mnemonics of

my momentary thought

illustrating endless possibilities

Figure.21. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.20. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.22. Sketchbook Entry.

of what is or might be.

[

Emblems

another to the understanding
Henry Phillips, 1825
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I often take for granted the sense of knowing that I
experience through my practice.

When it comes I am

in constant fear that I may never experience it again.
I can’t let it go, this intuitive and very precious sense
of what works, what is right or just what is?

This state of mind resides at the hands of serendipity

The language of flowers as a context to construct a fashion narrative exemplifies the very foundations of the literary and cultural inference that

- or so it feels.

Goody (1993, p.364-366) referrs and conceivably places the engaged fashion practitioner and their practice in this cultural arena. The mixed narratives that this portfolio of practice evidences,
as extensions of practice, are echoed by Cross (2011 p.8) who claims expert practitioners cultivate ‘deep-seated cognitive skills’ and Davies (in Cross, 2011, p.9-10, Kolko, 2010, p.6) who claims
that design thinking, as reasoned intuition, manifests abductively. It it that such utterances of practice are to become a theory of doing practice?

my mind in an instant.
as quickly.

Sometimes I forget them just

Utterances of Practice

I get so many thoughts. Thoughts that rush through

Knowing Through Practice

Momentary Thought
Utterances .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Is it that I unwittingly manage these through my visual
note-takings ? These utterances to and fro between
image and word and subconsciously cause me to

reflect, look back, and engage more deeply; a personal
reference library or inventory of what I think, see,

Figure.23. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.24. Sketchbook Entry.

know, understand or mean at that very moment.

[

The

practitioner finds meaningful

thought

Constructing
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The Practitioner’s Muse

Fashion practice’s imperative is to have something

to say, a statement concerning our everyday truths.
If there is nothing to say then what would be the
point?

The frivolity of just dressing ‘up’ is driven by

margin and profitability in a commercial context and
is not relevant to my fashion practice as a research
endeavour.

I wonder for a moment if my practice

is to be considered as too self-indulgent or of a
lesser value?

If research is always considered in a

Something to Say

commercial context then we might not encounter the
new.

The L anguage

of

Flowers

Once again I am unnerved by my assumptions or

idiosyncratic claims yet animated by a sense of journey
as my discovery begins to unfold.

In eastern lands they talk in flowers,
And they tell in a garland their loves and cares
Each blossom that blooms in their garden bowers
On its leaves a mystic language bears.
The rose is a sign of joy and love,

[

Young blushing love in its earliest dawn;
And the mildness that suits the gentle dove,
From the myrtle’s snowy flower is drawn.
Innocence shines in the lily’s bell,
Pure as the heart in its native heaven;
Fame’s bright star and glory’s swell,

What

if this dwindling tradition be echoed through fashion practice

By the glossy leaf of the bay are given.
The silent, soft, and humble heart,
In the violet’s hidden sweetness breathes

?

].

And the tender soul that cannot part,
The cypress that daily shades the grave,
Is sorrow that mourns her bitter lot;
And faith, that a thousand ills can brave,
Speaks in thy blue leaves—forget-me-not.
Then, gather a wreath from the garden bowers,
And tell the wish of thy heart in flowers.
James Gates Percival, 1859, p. 361

Figure.25. Elgar, [Musical Score] 1872.

A twine of evergreen fondly wreathes.

Figure.26. Sketchbook Entry.

Musical Score 0, Edward W. Elgar (aged 14 years), composed a musical sheet, ‘The Language of Flowers” , 29th May 1872 . The words are recorded as ‘by Percival’)

Something to Say .

Click to Play
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Narrative 1

been looking for.

A book by

Henry Phillips that describes
the meaning and etiquette

of the language of flowers
first published in 1825.

Such social comments, personal messages and heartfelt display became known as ‘Floriography’. Does the fashion practitioner always need a theme, a coat hanger, in order to start practicing?

this rich and original source
of

material as inspiration

for my practice.

I stop for

a moment to consider Phillips
as the author and what he

might think of my pondering

concerning his works from almost two centuries ago.

I wonder if he wrote the text knowing that this might
remain his epitaph or memory stone representative of
his passions at the time.

This coded language embraces the visual metaphor.

Floral Emblems and Signifiers

Figure.27. Floral Blooms at Bicton Park Botanical Gardens,

and practised by both men and woman with equal intent as to the sentiment. An extremely feminine tradition that has a darker side, as the intent was not always in favour of the receiver.

I

am momentarily content with

The Victorians lived by accepted codes of propriety essential for mixing in the elite social circles

etiquette led to a social expectation of literary liaisons and an essential ritual for introductions, invitations, visits and emotional display. The language, as protocol, was accepted, understood

[

I have just found what I have

The Language of Flowers

Thematic Story Telling
of the day. Popular codes for the giving and receiving of flowers and codes for the giving and receiving of calling cards grew as recognised unspoken languages. Matters concerning correct
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The Language of Flowers .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Figure.28. Phillips,H (1825), Floral Emblems.

Introduction

A

language of elaborate messaging open to interpretation

This

by both giver and receiver.

].

as each provides a gateway for literary and creative

rich language and sentiment leads thought as inspiration in pursuance of

a deep engagement with the emerging fashion practice aesthetic

Fashion practice, as visual

metaphor, has a lot in common with this floral code,
expression.

and paintings of the time reflects the significance

of an accepted and understood coded language that
translates through artistic and creative endeavour.

An Illustrated Poetry

This floral etiquette often portrayed in writings, poetry

The

Language of Flowers with Illustrated Poetry by Frederic
Shoberl, 1848 is just that.
more.

We don’t write like this any

Maybe it has already been said?

Yet through

the language of my practice I feel there is more that
can be said.

My practice needs to have something to say else I fear

it is in danger of being viewed as flippant and with no

Figure.29. Sketchbook Entry.

meaning or value for others to engage?

This is my imperative, my mantra to move freely

and confidently from practice concept to practice
conclusion.
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senses could provide a rich foundation in developing a
fashion theme.

I want to visually express the meaning

and message of the language of the flower and not
just visually represent it.

How do I bring this deep

sense of story to my fashion practice?

The Coexistence of Image and Word .

A Journey of Interpretation

Interpretation

A Journey of interpretation arousing the emotional

Silhouette is

my starting point, and although I am led by the drama

Figure.32. Sketchbook Entry.

this some how feels too obvious.

on floriography.

The endless possibilities to express

an emotion or a heartfelt desire is provocative and
compelling.

I feel a responsibility to reinvigorate this

lost art or language.
tradition die?

Why have we let such a rich

As I mention the theme to others there

is an instant fascination and a wanting to know more.
My sketchbook manifests an energy, a plethora of
what ifs and what abouts.

My creative self has

appeared and I experience of rush of ideas.

I am in a constant state of questioning as I capture
image and word as mnemonics of what might be.

I

[

act of looking is experienced as an opportunity and
might just lead to the answer I am looking for?

Visual

].

and literary note -taking intuitively and simultaneously

flow as practice happens

Figure.31. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.30. Sketchbook Entry.

notice a randomness of looking taking place as every

Constructing
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Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

What if’s and What about’s ?

I am compelled to doodle whilst I read the texts

Introduction

Narrative 1

Exhibition

This engagement with Floriography augments my
sense of journey.

I am now on my creative way.

The phraseology as a rich source and muse of my

A Sense of Journey

Translation

practice is invigorating and intensifies my need to start
sketching ideas and developing silhouette.

As a collection of meanings and memoirs the language of the flower has a powerful story to tell. A representational

I know I am now ready.

process that has evolved its own language and folklore. Pickles (1990) and Tyas (1869 p.150-151) in discussing the language of flowers described the Peony flower that was believed to have
mischievous nymphs hidden amongst the petals. The association of the nymphs were to become synonymous with the meaning of shame or bashfulness whilst they hid away guiltily within
the bloom. The Peony thrives best being left alone and if moved provides just punishment by not flowering for a number of years. The established Peony, however, produces glorious scented
blooms annually assumed for the nymphs to comfortably hide their shame. This language and context explored through fashion practice extends the memories and practices of the time
acknowledging a coded language that was attributed to the loves and lives that cared to adopt such literary rules. Is this a fashion theme, a language by which this fashion practice can speak?

the practitioner captures a truth to what is known at the time of knowing

].

Figure.33. Sketchbook Entry.

[
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Extending Memories .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Literary and Visual Metaphor
Phillips (1825, p.25), in his writings concerned with floral emblems, suggests that a ‘floral grammar’ exists, a language that is silent yet

also governed by a set of rules. Shoberl (1848) wrote of Floriography that grew out of Victorian tradition when feelings needed to be exchanged and words may have been forbidden or not
possible. These translations through the ‘Language of Flowers’ were held as meaningful to those whom the message was meant. This literary and artistic floral code is still evident in today’s
haute couture and more often synonymous with the beautiful. Brunelli (2008, p.26) compared the pollination of the flower to fashion trends and discussed it as a metaphor of beauty. Brunelli

personal messages by the giver and heightened the
expectation of the receiver.

It is this construction of language that I wish to
explore through my fashion practice.

This Illustrated Language and Poetry of Flowers

A Floral Code .

I can begin to see how this language constructed very

I am to consider

argued the very fabric of society had a desire to be considered beautiful and this pollination of ‘beauty’ was based on association or adoption of fashion or fashion trend.

the fashion practice aesthetic as a canvas that visually

The exuberant use of flowers in fashion is epitomised by Galliano’s extravagant autumn/winter haute couture collection in 2010/2011 for Dior. Shown in Paris and entitled ‘la ligne florale’,

Much like an artist my composition of story will create

constructs a coded language of flowers.

it is said to be inspired by the floral images captured by the photographer Nick Knight and the 1950s chiaroscuro images by Irving Penn. The collection is a celebration of the theatre and
breathtaking colour that flora and fauna offer, and demonstrated the creative draw the genre has for the fashion practitioner. Fashion in the twenty-first century is recognised with authority
as having something to say, a ‘bigger voice’ (Knight in Baron, 2012, p.6) that is gathering momentum as a creative endeavour that articulates, albeit symbolically, a coded voice that bridges the

the spectacle of my practice through literary metaphor.
Is this a recipe?

Is the cycle of fashion a social recipe

or mirror of our memories, wants and concerns?

boundaries of a post-modern cultural world.
Fashion practice and or fashion Image can articulate the world’s wants and concerns. Lipovetsky (Evans, 2007 p.6) argues that fashion is socially reproductive and this social protocol is argued
to provide depth and scope for meaningful interpretation through fashion practice.

The

emotional engagement with meaning and message consumes the practitioner

Figure.34. Sketchbook Entry.

[

].
Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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I am drawn to the significance that the Victorians
placed on the pleasure of giving to signify the art
that it became.

A coded language that has been

lost in today’s vastness of choice with little time to

Kate Greenaway’s Language of Flowers (1884)

Meaning and Message
A Constructed Narrative .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

acknowledge the flower beyond major ceremonies such
as weddings and funerals.

The Victorian Tussie-Mussie became a commonplace ceremonial ritual for expressing

Receiving a White Lily with Lavender wrapped in Black

sentiment in many complex arrays, perhaps to a loved one or as an expression of anger, hate or due respect. Once rhyme-based, the origins evolved from the earliest western tradition of
floral symbolism in expressing mythology, medicine and religion. Phillips (1825) made the link between the language of flowers and the Tussie-Mussie by aligning explicit grammatical rules
for their presentation and meaning.

Mulberry would suggest an offering of purity and
sweetness shrouded by the notion of distrust and

suicidal intent. This message of unrequited love being

the intention of the suitor is magnified by the woeful
feelings that he hides?

The poetic language that describes flora and fauna demonstrates how passionate the Victorians were about flowers and their meanings. The governing rules that Phillips (1825, p.25)
alluded were depicted firstly to a flower leaning or observed to be, leaning to the left and refers to ‘I’ or ‘me’. Whereas a flower depicted leaning to the right was said to mean ‘thou’ or
‘thee’. However, when the flower was represented through a drawing or image then the ‘rule’ was reversed. To add to the complexity, the rules of Floriography also determined that the
flower should lean towards the heart of the person with whom it was to communicate with. Further, when a rose was presented upright it was believed to signify ‘I fear, but I hope’ but if
the rose was presented downwards this denoted ‘neither hope nor fear’.

The very depth of the words and meanings are to be
reflected in my practice.

Is this possible?

My waking

hours are now consumed by what might be?

I am daunted by this feeling of not knowing.

Could such semiotic values be presumed as integral to the practitioners thinking and doing through their practice? Is this where theory might be situated when doing practice?

[

The

practitioner experiences a constant state of questioning

].

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Creative Writings

was an anthology written by Wavell in 1944.

A soldier

who had made a considerable mark in his professional
career.

Wavell became, in his latter years, president

of the Royal Society of Literature together with the
Kipling, Browning, Poetry and Virgil Societies.

Wavell

appeared to have found an escapism through the

Wavell (1996, p.25) refers to poets who chose words for their beauty and when read, ‘Dance a tune,

written word and valued this (non) space to move in
and out of the troubled world he had experienced.

Wavell describes provides a distraction from the everyday stresses, perils or pleasures of the world in which he lived. He recognised no need to always understand the obscurity and cryptic

Making this transition, as Wavell did, is not necessarily

nature of his readings that remained idioms of the time. Wavell sites the work of T.S. Eliot as an example of this? Could the very depths of the fashion practitioner’s thinking and doing be

about ability but about conviction. I want to develop

my understanding of creative and descriptive writing

considered in this way? Is this what happens when the practitioner is deeply engaged with meaning and message?

to extend the narratives of my practice, perhaps by
prose, poem or verse?

This thought unnerves me as I

am not a writer or poet but I wonder if I can explore
the creative word to extend the perceptions of my
practice?

].

As I move in and out of my practice, unwittingly the

thematic foundations afford cultural integrity and are the basis of all

practice decisions

words seems to flow.

I am not sure I am qualified to

make a judgement of their value but they do represent
a truth to what I see, what I know and what I mean
of my practice?
with

These creative words are to coexist

my practice.

I am disturbed, provoked and

charged by their revealing honesty and confessional

The petal wilts
The backbone is weak
Saddened and bewildered by the love
My floral bouquet is down trodden
My rose is no longer in bloom
S ee

Tussie-Mussie, What is Seen?

vulnerability.

Love’s Lost

lost

how my heart bleeds

Can I call these poems a verse or an ode?

I am not

sure what qualifies me to write in a manner other than
academic or reflective but I am compelled to capture
these creative writings as they surface from deep
inside myself.

An inner illusion that is fantasised by

my creative self and for others to see my practice as I
dare for it to be seen, as truth, as pleasure, as obscure,
as Wavell (1996, p.25) concluded earlier.

Am I to prompt the perception of others to see how I
see ...perhaps?

Constructing

Creative Writings

Figure.36. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.35. A Visual Note.

The

Defining what Inspires My Practice and Me

‘Other Men’s Flowers’ by Field-Marshal Lord Wavell (1996)

create both glamour and illusion’ Wavell (1883-1950) claimed that this illusion offered a world that ‘ought to be’ had men designed it rather than the gods. The magic, music and mystery that

[
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Perception of Practice .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

This language of love feeds my passion to speak
through my love of fashion practice.

I am moved by

the sentiment displayed by W.M. Jones to ‘Miss M.K’.
in 1905.

A modern valentine discreet in its tone yet

heartfelt with demonstrable pain as if the love is

Having unearthed this borrowed memory I feel a sense
of responsibility to keep this love alive through my
practice.

I am reading about the Tussie-Mussie that was a
favourite form of floral presentation during the

Victorian Era. This floral assembly, often consisting

of a small posy of flowers contained in a decorative

A Literary Liaison

Figure.38. The Moss Rose, Postcard back, Circa 1905.

uncertain.

For You are the Flower of My Heart

What is Perceived
Figure.37. The Moss Rose [Postcard circa 1905]., Postcard Circa 1905.
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The Language of Flowers .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

vessel deeply embedded with mood or message, provides
a rich source of material to develop my ideas.

I am

received or rejected by another.

The practice of

this floral code has stood the test of time although

without the deep engagement of the symbolic meaning
favoured by the Victorians.

Could this sequential

referencing of meaning and message translate into my
practice thinking?

A recent visit to a

botanical garden has

inspired my sense of

shape, form and love of
colour.

My inexperience

of assigning formality to their

position or rank in the flora world
leaves me feeling inadequate
once again.

Don’t worry dear I will never forget you for I think of you by day and dream of you by
and I feel sure that you would not feel at all a love in this life as I will be a dear friend
W.M.Jones circa 1905.

].

see rather than what I know.

night for you are the flower of my heart
to you

Each flower earns

my respect based on what I

Aesthetic merit is driven by my
perception of a beauty that is.
am content with this though.

I

I

must learn to value my perception

Figure.40. Sketchbook Entry.

[

the sequential references to the heartfelt sentiment

of what is pleasing to my eye.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Perception of Beauty

Figure.39. Floral Study, Bicton Park Botanical Gardens.

drawn to the drama of the floral notations and with

Introduction

Narrative 1

Personal Anthology

literary dictionaries that were
published during the late

nineteenth century that provide
a library of reference and

cross-reference in support of
code.

The

The

I am constantly and insatiably

first vision of the morning with early blossoming flowers that express

velvet translucency of the petal prejudices a youthful transition through to womanhood.

perfume is delicate and composition wild.

This

is a flower with attitude and independence yet lighthearted and unimposing in the

comfort of its botanic environment

Mock Orange (Memory)

all things unknown to feed my
practice.

This need to know and

understand consumes my

An

unforgettable fragrance that penetrates the mind to give this very feminine bloom the

capability to be the giver of one ’s own pleasure .
mnemonic for every occasion .

needing to know and understand

The

profuse and exuberant nature inspires a delicacy of presence that provides a

S uch memories enjoy the staying power and ability to instil a moment in time through the senses by which

waking hours.

The exhilaration

of the seeing, as knowing, is
momentary and fleeting.

Figure.41. Sketchbook Entry.

The

my understanding of this floral

Womanhood)

soft colour of virgin like quality.

The Art of the Tussie-Mussie

I have found a multitude of

Literary Passages .
to
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Primrose (Youth

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

I need

to translate these thoughts into visual realities or
mnemonics of what I see in my mind’s reality.

we are born

I am

beginning to sketch and doodle as thoughts and ideas

Violet (R are

and

D esirable)

A

powerful

Scent

that portrays vivid colour in our hearts and minds .

O nce

a rare

bloom , this small flower is sought in bunches or posies . I nsignificant on its own but a personification of beauty when presented en

Figure.42. Sketchbook Entry.

masse .

Collected

casually with little formality the heart- shaped petals of which there are five dominate the ground where they walk

[

This

pass in front of me.

In this context, and as my anticipation heightens,

the notion of a living sketch emerges as a significant
method to realise my practice.

].

language of flowers evolves as a contemporary interface that translates

through practice in the most expressive of forms

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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this wonderful book dated 1881.

I have just sourced

The Illustrated Language and Poetry of Flowers, 1881

Inspiring Practice

I am thankful for the internet.

The pages are very

fragile and worn but provide a rich source of original
source material and language from the time.
laid out as a dictionary and
on getting to ‘I’

Thinking and Doing .

It is

I notice

a number of powerful and

sometimes sinister alignments

that the language of flowers
was believed to speak.

I shall die to-morrow - Gum
Cistus

I shall not survive you - Black
Mulberry

Power and Majesty - The Lily

Figure.43. Burke (1881),

Pansy

and Poetry of Flowers, 1st
ed. G. Routledge, London.

A thought and potion of love - The Illustrated Language

The third section consists

a collection of poems that are made up from the
languages of the flowers alluded to earlier in the

The book is a precious find that augments

my growing affection for the subject.

Figure.46. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.45. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.44. Sketchbook Entry.

dictionary.

These literary passages will form the basis of my

practice to ensure a distinctiveness of interpretation

and to capture the complex meaning and message that
this floral grammar exudes.

[

for their sense of meaning and interpretation.

When

I set out on this journey though, I had no idea that
I would get drawn this way.

I was first looking at

global concerns, war, politics etc…a long way away.

The

practitioner’s mind wanders with a vivid resolve of what might be

?

].
Constructing

The inspiration for my fashion practice is bound by
its meaning and message.

There must be a line of

communication…something to say.

There must be Something to Say

I have always loved flowers (not as in gardening) but

I have embraced the

language of flowers to remember a forgotten language
and to keep the etiquette alive.

Building visual theories around practice must be
meaningful, for me anyway.

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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I attended a second-hand book fair yesterday and
came back with a number of books.

I don’t really

know what I am looking for until I see it but when I

Figure.51. Sketchbook Entry.

see it I know it will be what I am looking for.

The Andy Warhol diaries, edited by Pat Hackett (1989)
and described as “The
Ultimate Self-Portrait”

The Spectator Role

Translation of Thought
Sketchbook Entry and Practice Development .

Appendix

Exhibition

provides a casualised journal
of Warhol’s daily life.

I am

intrigued by the writing

style which is an account

that is often very personal
but not really emotional or

alluding to Warhol’s inner contemplations.

These brief,

yet intimate exposures, construct the perception of

Warhol as he would want me, as spectator, to see and

Tracy Emin has mastered her art

creating intrigue surrounding her
writings as provocative moments
of thought. Emin describes her

writing as a way of making sense
of her life.

I am making sense

of my fashion practice life, and
I realise

through my

Figure.47. Popham, A.E. (1953), Plate 158,
Cast of Drapery for a Figure Kneeling to the
Left, The Drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci,
2 Ed, The Reprint Society, London.

reflections

how rich the
engagement

Intrigue of others writings

reflect on his life.

of my practice can be.

1946 demonstrates
Da Vinci’s innate

ableness of analytical
looking when

[

Figure.50. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.49. Sketchbook Entry.

capturing his object

The

coexistence of image and word externalise practitioner reasoning as other

of study.

The

drawings, equally
supported by Da

Vinci’s note-taking,

provide insight into
his contemplative
journey.

].
Constructing

My viewing

experience is

enriched by Da Vinci’s

juxtaposition of image

Figure.48. Popham, A.E. (1953), Plate
272 (left) Two Studies of Rushes in Seed
and 273 (right) A Star of Bethlehem
and Other Plants, Cast of Drapery
for a Figure Kneeling to the Left, The
Drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci, 2
Ed, The Reprint Society, London.

A Contemplative Journey

The Drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci, first published in

and word.

This hierarchy of image and word are dissipating as my
visual world cannot discern one without the other.

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

mischievously amongst its petals .
others to their delight.

The

.

A

As I remind myself of the Peony and its meaning,

my practice overwhelmingly begins to make sense and
connects with my sense of knowing.

My purpose is

clear, yet the story as a reflective and creative journey
is still untold.

The visual linkages excite me, the notion of which I

flower said to have nymphs that hid

crave like a coveted addiction with no wanting for an
end in sight.

elegant creatures with harmless intentions indulge the emotions of

O ut of sight but influencing their environment with outward emotion and tease.

I am on a creative high. I am me.
The me that knows who I am.

I have found me!

The accomplishment that these set of drawings and

mood boards bring to my practice journey is immense.

My acute sense of what might be presents itself and I
am assured, relieved and mildly presumptuous of what

Design Drawings as My ‘Maquette’s’

Translation of Theme
and bashful)
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The Peony (Shame

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

the practice aesthetic is to become.

The drawings are by no means the finished ideas but

a starting point, a canvas, with which I can now build
on and work into with a sense of knowing.

This

feels like a momentary and silent trophy; an escape

route through the complex obstructive and sometimes
destructive ‘not-knowings’ of my practice.

The silhouettes have evolved out of the personal

anthologies that I have mused on surrounding the

myth or meaning of each of the floral studies. To the
spectator they might not look like much?

It could be

assumed that I have merely happened upon them which
belies the truth and torment that I experience of my
practice.

This tacit moment of knowing has opened a door
that up until now has been shut.

I don’t always know

where the key is but I know I have found it and I can

Figure.53. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.52. Sketchbook Entry.

now move my practice forward.

[

My creative high endures and I am contented by this.

The Visual L inkages
the practitioner self

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

].

emerge and excite

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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I feel at a crescendo. I am pulling together all my

visual resources in order to start developing my practice
ideas.

I some how need to feel comforted with all

my tools in place in order to make a meaningful start.
My favourite pencil, the right paper, my collection of
figure drawings and a quiet place all magnify this

As

poisonous snakes lived under the bushes of the

Figures and Fashion Illustrations

Visual Reference
Lavender (Distrust) .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

state of anticipation and fuel the heightened sense

L avender

of creativity that this anticipation brings.

To be at

my most creative nothing can get in the way of the

plant, the

L avender was not trusted in approach should a poisonous asp dwell amongst the extensive
stalky azure . This together with the distracting scent repelled moth and crawling insect yet perfumed
soaps and eau de C olognes and as herbal remedy remain of human attraction

rush that I hope to experience once I start. At this

moment I still cannot be sure of experiencing these
moments of immediate expression. My craving for
these moments of knowing is overwhelming.
It is only at this point, when
my mind is filled with visual,
cultural and theoretical

reference points and with

of me, that I feel that the

engagement with my practice
can begin.

Figure.56. Sketchbook Entry.

is to be

conceptual and on the outer

edges of commercial need. The

deep engagement with the why’s,
how’s, when’s, if’s etc.. are

On the Edge of Reason

I consider why my practice

Figure.57. Sketchbook Entry.

all my tools laid out in front

paramount to my waking thoughts
and actions.

Before I even begin

to put pen to paper these what

ifs and what abouts, as perceived

Figure.55. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.54. Sketchbook Entry.

reasoning, are to engage my mind.

[

I cannot see or visualise practice without the force

of what I know, mean or understand to provide the
foundations with which to base my practice upon.

].

The cycle of fashion is a social recipe or mirror
of our memories , wants and concerns

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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As I engage further with the language of flowers
my interest has intensified.

I begin to translate the

meanings or signifiers of this celebrated floral code

into practice ideas and concepts. It’s all in my head and
I feel each moment now needs to be constructed as a
community of perceived meanings that can translate

As

Narrowing Down my Search

Absolute Engagement
Lily (Purity) .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

through my practice process.

L ily has long since been the choice of many a
young virgin whilst on a passage to matrimony. A n ancient, if not the most ancient, of flowers the L ily
honoured the Virgin M ary as a symbol of her purity upheld for eternity. This stately silhouette suggests
independence , tranquillity and the most of femininity, lest we forget E ve ’s tears as they dropped on
leaving the garden of E den .
a symbol of purity the

A narrative of absolute

engagement with my practice for others to engage

with is emerging through my visual and experiential
narratives.

This absolute and deep engagement adds a complexity
to my practice that I have never considered before.

As I move through this journey I constantly surprise
myself as I learn to construct what I see, what I

know, what I do and what I mean into a narrative
space.

I am making sense of my thinking and doing.

Although

one blink of an eye and my sense making makes no
sense at all!

The complexity of my thinking and doing

is palpable and exists only as an instance of what ‘is’

I have just purchased a delightful
handbook by Treble (1931)

on English composition and
language aimed at young

published in 1922. The use of
language more than eighty

plus years ago is descriptive

and genteel. The elegance and

simplicity of the text captures

a level of detail I feel is often
lost in more contemporary
writings.

My practice journey

Figure.60. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.59. Sketchbook Entry.

is compelling me to look at the

[

Figure.58. Sketchbook Entry.

children which was first

past lives of a society and culture that I know very

little about, and I am not sure why my fascination is
leading me this way?

I know I must go with my instincts and to value this
journey as a momentary existence of what is.

Times

past are closely forgetting the

].

art and language of such a coded
practice

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Gathering Inspiration

at that moment.

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Figure.61. Sketchbook Entry.

To Deceive the Eye

Transference of Thought
As practice happens .

Appendix

Exhibition

For the fashion practitioner a non-space, a ‘frontier ...between an inner and outer world’, as Tyson (2009) describeds

to bestow a value to the practices of the fashion practitioner prior to accommodating commercial reason is needed. A critical moment during fashion’s discourse cycle when the practices of
the fashion practitioner can perform a dual role, one of commercial consideration and the other to purposefully incite engagement of a more critical visual nature.

through this floral language.

Adopted by the Victorians, the etiquette belonged to
the socially-engaged who took this coded language
very seriously.

Respected by the respectable and

drawing on the tradition, I imagine the genteel, the

proper, the groomed, the male facade with immaculate
embellishments to his all but military tailoring.

[

In

anticipation of the fate that awaits a larger-than-

life posy presenting itself. A sentimental tribute that

contemplates rejection and the broken heart that might
follow should the love be unrequited.

This coded

language suggests intrigue and passion: a constructed

The

language for others to interpret.
immersed in my practice.

I am

The critique of my own
work can be the most
tormenting of actions
and experiences.

As a

practitioner this is my
is rarely achieved and

Figure.63. Sketchbook Entry

eureka moments are

rare. However, striving

for these moments of
pure and immediate

expression provide a

sense of knowing and
are the driving force
in my pursuit for
the practice aesthetic.

perfection in achieving

I am finding this continual cycle of reflection a

torment and a daily frustration. Ironically this deep

engagement with reflection is also experienced as a
source of extreme exhilaration. I am addicted and

in pursuit of a space where creative highs flow and
I can be reconciled by my thinking and doing.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

The Torment of Self Critique

].

imagination and begin to arouse the creative me.

practitioner becomes enslaved with each line

that translates as expression

These words feed my

burden, as satisfaction

Figure.62. Sketchbook Entry.

Visualising this Floral language

I am visualising the male suitor pursuing his beaux

Introduction

Narrative 1

The theme and inspiration for my first toile (in

development) is inspired by my perception of what
I see, what I know and what I understand of
floriography.

The Peony was said to have mischievous

nymphs hiding amongst its petals and the soft pinkish
blush of colour revealed a bashfulness and sense of
shame, drawing the male suitor to claim his prize.
The style lines begin to speak.

In front of me the

toile, as my canvas, emerges and is connected to my
thinking and doing....somehow at the same time?

The

developing toile begins to tell a story and the feeling

of oneness with my practice is intense. I am in that
of my practice - nothing else matters.
flowing thick and fast.

is often fleeting and surprising

If I stop to think for a

].

moment they might stop
coming?

I feel a buzz, an
exhilaration.

I am on a

Sketchbook Entry.

creative high.

These moments are rare and
I wonder why they come
and go.

I ponder if these

highs were a constant in

my life what would life be
like?

Would I be happy, content or would I be devoid and

unaware of the grounded reality that living life brings
when I am not in this space?

I need to fill my mind

with all things unknown, as inspiration is often fleeting
and surprising.

this continues until a moment’s knowing tells me to
stop.

This moment is not predetermined,

and I just know.

it just arrives

I am soon to be frustrated as when I leave and return
a new seeing takes over my knowing.

It is as If I have

seen again, for the first time, a new ending or a new
beginning that persists with my torment of not being
able to stop thinking and doing?

I feel this torment is the evil of my creative knowings.
Without these moments of not knowing I would not
know I know.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

There is no End Only Beginnings

Every decision I make leads to another and another and

Figure.64. Sketchbook Entry.

I nspiration

Ideas are

Figure.66.

[

space, a space where I am so connected to the doing

Thinking Things Through in 3D

Figure.65. Sketchbook Entry.

Practice Development .
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Thinking in 3D

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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Ensuring meaning and message can be interpreted
through my practice is paramount.

It is easy to get

carried away just because of the aesthetic.

As a methodology perhaps my doodles, sketches and
note-takings are emblematic representations of my

As evidenced in Edelkoort’s exhibition ‘Archaeology of the Future’, in 2009, the spectacle of fashion is curated

as a mise-en-scène of the fashion aesthetic. Edelkoort’s vision encompasses fashion’s mastery of conceptual and contextual metaphor but considers little of the practices of the practitioner.
This method of curation challenges the perception of fashion by deconstructing fashion as trend but with no cognisance of the practitioner and their claims of thinking and doing practice?

inner practitioner self.

My journals and sketchbooks are tools that externalise
my visual thinking and become personal truths and
treasured assets of my practice.

Without my journals and sketchbooks I

Externalising my Visual Thinkings

Visual Thinking
Meaning and Message .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

could neither practice nor be a practitioner
as I need to draw (and now reflect and
write) what I am thinking at the time
or else the moment is lost and I have

no recall of inventory and am unable to

Figure.67. A Visual Note.

Figure.68. Floral Study, Bicton Park Botanical Gardens.

Figure.69. Sketchbook Entry.

describe my thinking about my practice.

The

].

practitioner maps out the array of swatches to see , to imagine , to visualise and to actualise

how they might translate both thematically and structurally

aesthetic. Why is this?

Image and word must coexist

if practice is to make sense in a scholarly context.
Perhaps image and word are to be equals in this
research and reflective practice context?

I am aware

of a tension between my practitioner self and my
researcher self.

Is this deep reflection buffering or

hindering my creative flow and sense of knowing?
I don’t know?

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

The subtlety of Image and Word

[

The subtlety of word takes priority over my sense of

Introduction

Selecting Fabric .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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I am drawn to the fabrics that speak to me.

A

visual muddle is experienced

].

It seems

far too early to be making my fabric selection as I
have not even determined any final practice ideas.

I

like the structure, the flounciness, the simple and the
embellished.

I have to start somewhere!

If I look at

my early sketches then structure and volume appear
to thread through my visual narratives.
the practice

I don’t want

aesthetic to be
too obvious or
too literal.

I

This Floral Code Speaks

[

Obsession

Narrative 1

am not even
sure at this

moment if I
can achieve

this or even

what I mean

Figure.70. Sketchbook Entry.

by this.

For me, fabric comes first.

The sensual and tactile

offerings tease my passion for what might be?

Getting the colour story and fabric choice right plays
with my confidence.

What if I get it wrong?

Am I ready to decide?

I feel

like I am about to take a leap of faith as the fabrics
in front of me morph into a sweetie shop with an

Fabrics Fabrics Fabrics

I never know why... but I am obsessed with fabrics.

alluring temptation. With wools, crepes, brocades, linens,
jerseys, all beyond the scope of what I need, I am

relying on my intuition to make the right choices. In

the fabric store it occurs to me that the complexity
Texture, colour, finish, weight, feel, drape, stretch etc.

Figure.72. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.71. Sketchbook Entry.

of my considerations are beyond aesthetic values.
further complicate my pondering.

Whilst I am in the

fabric store a sudden feeling of muddle rushes over
me.

I need to find order, space and calm to gather

my thoughts.

I can’t commit to anything when faced

with such mayhem in my head.

I am not ready to make these decisions.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

29
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I need to visually map out the array of swatches that
I have collected into colour, weight, structure etc.

I

need to see, to imagine, to visualise and to actualise
how they might translate across to my theme.

Is it

that intuition takes over or that I draw from a vast

and prior knowledge? I imagine if I were a composer

assembling all my notes and instruments together then

The

mind is filled with all things unknown

].

this might be of a similar experience.

A harmonious

arrangement or symphony for others to derive a
sensual pleasure or critical understanding?

It can’t be serendipity, although it does feel like that?
Making practice happen feels randomised as there is
no preconceived plan. No criterion to follow or map

against. My practice ‘happenings’ (if I can call them
that?) are always unknown until after the event.

My

practice decisions are layered and complex and happen
in a split second of

knowing. To begin to

understand the hows

and whys of this feels
unimaginable?

I don’t know how

Visualising and Mapping the Colour and Fabric Story

Visualising and Mapping
Colour and Fabric Story .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

these happenings

Figure.74. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.75. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.73. Sketchbook Entry.

happen?

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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drawing on my chosen theme to support the fabric

choice not only in terms of colour but also of weight
and texture.

These feel like big decisions to make and

I feel a desperation as I yearn to experience my sense
of knowing to ensure that I make the right choices.

Figure.78. A Visual Note..

Colour and Fabric Story .

Decisions Decisions

Practice Decisions

From a very early stage in the development cycle I am

Why is it that I place such expectations on the other
of me.

The me that knows.

This feeling of knowing

is not something that I can draw on at will and I am
more and more apprehensive of my not knowing.

texture and structural quality suggests it would hold

its shape well whilst remaining
modestly flirtatious in colour.

I have also chosen a starched
organdie which is notoriously

difficult to work with but the

crisp, transparent and starched

Figure.77. A Visual Note.

finish would support the

Is

].

it that intuition takes over , or that the practitioner draws from a

vast and prior knowledge

?

sculptural ambition I have for
my pieces.

I need to make the right (appropriate, justifiable ?)
fabric selection as everything depends on it.

somehow move outside of me to get it right.

I need to

The other of me surfaces with a sense of knowing
and I am relieved.
appears to know.

The other of me that always

I now know I know.

Figure.76. Colour Story.

[

Constructing

I know I know

A muted pink wax-coated linen catches my eye as the

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

and

Reconstruction .

‘Transformation and Reconstruction’ (TR) is a technique

described by TRP Design Studio as a method of constructing patterns in three dimensions rather than as a flat pattern. This is an
advanced modelling and pattern cutting technique that evolves on a studio mannequin The method leans towards the notion of artmaking rather than commercial fashion (design) practice as the technical mastery becomes the principal methodology that shapes the
evolving practice aesthetic. Could such mastery or skill be integral to the situating of such semiotic values as the language of flower
through pattern making?

I came across

Shingo Sato, who
has published a

number of online
demonstrations

of his TR pattern
technique.

I am

intrigued and

want to know

more.

I attended

a masterclass to see if I could build on the technique
within my own practice context. TR consists of a

singular and principal methodology and technique that
evolves on the stand in 3D.

Figure.81. Example TR Pattern Technique.

Figure.80. Sato , S. (2010) TR Pattern Workshop.
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Figure.79. Example TR Pattern Technique.

Transformation

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

TR Pattern Technique

3D Context

Narrative 1

Attending this advanced

technical workshop leads
me to consider how I
might engage with a

method of construction
such as this?

technique.

The technique has provided me with the

foundations of a new skill and I am very pleased to
have happened upon it.

The methodology of the TR

Pattern Technique is artful yet the depth of intent
has yet to be fully explored…for me, anyhow?

Once

the method is mastered advancement beyond the

transformation and reconstruction is needed to enable
a sense of engagement with my practice.

Now that

I am more familiar with the TR technique its purpose
can be distinguishable from fashion practice in that
fashion practice seeks engagement with a deeper

conceptual meaning rather than just technical mastery
of a technique.

[

Fashion

practice ’s imperative is to have something to say

... a

statement concerning our everyday truths

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

].
Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Mastering the TR Technique

I have had some time to experiment with the TR

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Out of the blue, unexpected and unannounced, bang
there it is?

I am intensely aware that the moment

may disappear as unannounced as it arrived.

This

Out of Not Knowing comes a Knowing

Silhouette

Why is it that these moments of knowing just arrive?

comes with a pressure to capture what it is that I see,
know or mean ...no matter how abstract.

Exploring Shape and Proportion .

I am aware

that a seemingly good idea will most likely not make
any sense to me tomorrow.

I am doodling and scribbling with a sense of relief.
must be quick or else what is will be no more.

I

Either

by pen and paper, or by digital means, I am compelled
to capture these thoughts, these moments of seeing.
In fact what ever is at hand will do.

Why is it that I am now ready to practice? I had no

idea that it was going to happen today. Why today,. My
stress levels are quite high but some ideas for my next
piece are floating around in my subconscious.

I don’t mean in any detail but enough of a fleeting
glance or a virtual mood board that only I can see.
This is it. Am I ready to go?

With no idea of how I am

going to cut the cloth, I am aware that my practice
will determine an abstracted kind of beautiful? A

statement of me and what it is that I see, know or
understand.

Oversized floral blooms are swirling around in my head.
Technically I have no idea how I am going to execute
such visual happenings that are emerging inside my
head.

This deep passage that is winding, some times dark
and difficult and other times light and unending.

Out

of the dark comes the light. Out of the not knowing
comes the knowing.

Figure.82. Sketchbook Entry.

know.

[

I need to not know before I can

Is it that my not knowing is followed by my knowing?

As

].

the practitioner reasons with practice an assemblage of discovery

reveals itself and that in turn leads to a knowing

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

yourself

Figure.84. In the Work Room.

C hallenging

within extreme context, the your

unexpected always being a source of inspirations . When I am going
to explore on new inspirations ,

I

Appendix

In the Work Room

Practice Happens
deal with luck and chance ,

sometime discover by chance accidentally following wrong
ways .

TR technique is an approach to creative patterns cutting

that incorporates the ability to

manipulate intuitively

and artistically from the psychological

processes

of

& concepts into 2-D imentional patterns ,
which then reconstruct in 3-D creations . M y pattern pieces
are never stay still , they transform and rotate through
transferring ideas

different perspectives as a piece of puzzle or geometrical maps
even as tie themselves up in mental knots .

H owever this is to say
rules” indeed you should

“breaking
conventional rules , I t ’s by bringing together the
tradition and “ savoir - faire ” and the willing to

these styles would not be
respect the
respect of

explore new dimension and tracks that you plenty will be able
to express your potential creativity.
be quite

intuitive and organic

mathematical

+1/-1

TR

technique seems to

[

aesthetic with an unrivalled passion for what might be

as opposed to the strict

conventional pattern making systems

A nd

this technique is an approach to designing that allows for many
trials and making mistakes ,

discover by chance scrambling

Sometimes you completely mess

up either sometimes the mistakes are really much better than what
you were hoping for and could be good rendering for that
work .

Perhaps

you could do challenging the conventional

rules to stretch further from many experiments.
not assume your project will be final- form on your

TR

concept.

Many

Please
First

do

describes the intuitive

and organic process that
he experiences whilst
practising his art.

‘driven by luck and chance’.

].

I ponder at the depths

that can be achieved of practise by such chance-

to the your project and promising goal is to have the best

Sato (2011), TR Pattern Workshop, (Email correspondence, 15/01/2011).

Shingo’s response

Shingo describes his technique as a skill that is

try by

trials could readily identify as relating

looking prototype based on your potential inspirations

The finer detail of

driven techniques?

I am challenged by wanting

more from my practice.
enough.

Constructing

a

Some questions for Shingo

trying to figure out your tricky combinations and changing
viewpoints on alternative vision .

].

The practitioner is driven by the visual extravaganza of the fashion practice

Figure.83. Shingo Sato, 2010.

[
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Mastery by Chance .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Narrative

of

Mastery by chance is not

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Some times my creative self moves outside of me

and I am left wondering with apprehension if this
momentum of knowing will endure?

This is not

not in command of what might be?

If I think about

something I can call on at will?

Visualisation and Translation of Practice .

I wonder why I am

Visual Linkages

Process of Practice

The visual linkages are emerging and I am in awe.

this too much a destructive hesitancy begins to shadow
over me and I am left wanting.

The cultural boundaries of art practice and fashion practice are challenged by the intensive engagement and literary approach that has evolved through haute couture and leading edge (high
culture) fashion (design) practice. Integrating such mastery of modelling and pattern cutting techniques aids the thematic storytelling and the practitioner’s ambition of the mise-en-scène of
the practice aesthetic. It is this appraising of a visual and cultural dialogue by the fashion practitioner that deepens and extends the meaningful engagement with the fashion practice aesthetic.

The

].

fashion aesthetic is moulded on the mannequin and evolves through a series of closely

spaced and uninterrupted assessments of line and form , proportion and silhouette

The process of my practice development has become
a procession of dynamic resolutions and reasonings

made simultaneously in space and time. This process

draws on my prior knowledge of modelling and pattern
cutting directly on to the stand. Intuitively I make (or

see, or visualise, or reason with) on-the-spot resolutions
to achieve a desired practice aesthetic.

These are

fleeting moments of aesthetic judgement that call on
my intuition as well as my technical ability.

The layers of intent appear buried in this intuitive
process.

Each practice decision resolves both the

problematic constraints of achieving the three-

dimensional solution (from a two-dimensional material)
as well as maintaining the aesthetic integrity and
language of my chosen theme.

Constructing

Calling on Intuition

[

Figure.86. Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.85. Sketchbook Entry.

and that this portfolio seeks to convey.

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Meaning and Message

The Practice of Translating Context

The engagement of meaning and message is translated

and led by both the thinking and doing of my practice.
I wonder if these momentary
glimpses of what I think and

Fashion Practice as Visual Metaphor .
Fashion practice is led by the translation of context. The process of practice is often tacit and abstracted from a chain of
influences, experiences or reference points. Fleeting moments of thought as visual and literary metaphor are the language of the
fashion practitioner.

do can be made meaningfully
explicit?

I have always taken for
granted that I just do
practice.

Something

inside me translates the
complexity and then
practice happens?

Through reflection I am
constructing a narrative

of fashion practice as it happens.

[
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Figure.88. Pinned Toile.

Introduction

A living portfolio

that is to be the truths of my practice.

For a moment

I ponder the vulnerability that the exposition of me
might feel like. Will I like it?

Letting people in I mean.

I feel like an accomplice to my own secret world.

The

world that exists in my head when the other of me

engages with the chaos of my practice thinking and

When

the waters rise , humanity will go back to

no

N ostradamus

then again

My practice development is visualised and translated

through a series of sketches in both two dimensions
and three dimensions and then de-constructed back
into a flat pattern. As a process this challenges my

aesthetic ambitions with what is or is not technically
possible.

Figure.87. Calico Study.

Alexander McQueen, 2010

... but

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Aesthetic Ambition

].

the place from whence it came

I’m

doing.

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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I am

to construct a visual inventory of my fashion practice
process and developing practice aesthetic.

I can now

see the path in front of me and that feels like a good
place.

Drafting the Toile .

I now feel I am on my creative way.

become and how very precious it is to me. If anything
should happen to it then I would be distraught. I am
very close, almost mesmerised by it.

Driven or Distraught ?

As the draft toile emerges I consider the entity it has

[

The Practice Journey

A Living Sketch

This is where my practice journey begins in 3D.

As I go to sleep at

night I cant help drawing and re drawing the lines, the
balance, the proportions, the silhouette over and over
again in my head.

The

spectacle of fashion practice is curated

].

referencing the anthologies made of practitioner
thought and action

I feel obsessed by its very existence and I can’t put it
down or even let it go.

My practice is me, the other

of me, the me that no one knows. When I am in this
space I am driven selfishly and selflessly by my want

to create, to produce, to be. This space can be isolating
but one that I crave and escape to when no one is
looking.

the key style lines on to a second draft toile.

I am

hopeful this will have a visually simplifying effect to
ensure the practice aesthetic can be meaningfully

I am nervous of this moment.
As a painter conserves his cogitations through his

sketchbook work, my sketchbook is living and is to be
dismantled at each and every incarnation.

For a brief

moment I feel envy of the endurance

Figure.90. Process of Practice.

Figure.89. A Living Sketch.

engaged with and with no visual distractions.

that a painter affords to his craft.

My toile is soon to be dismantled and
I find this very hard to accept and
to do as my living sketch dies once
more.

I must let go if my practice is to

incarnate once more and a new aesthetic is to be
reasoned with.

Constructing

The Poetry in Pattern Cutting

My sketching is done - I am soon to draw and commit

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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What is Seen
Figure.95. Note Taking Through Practice.

Figure.96. Note Taking Through Practice.

Figure.93. Note Taking Through Practice.

Figure.94. Note Taking Through Practice.

Figure.91. Note Taking Through Practice.

Figure.92. Note Taking Through Practice.

Note-Taking Through Practice .
The silhouette

is established from the outset.

concept emerges influenced by early sketches .

The

three dimensional

The

line and form is appraised as the practice evolves in a three

dimensional form .

The

process of

creative pattern cutting is inherent

to the fashion practice process .

E xperimenting

with

contextual meaning remains integral to the

emerging practice aesthetic .

The

practice reasoning is challenged as the

ideas is distracting .

continual flow of

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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I am in awe of the other of my practitioner self as
an unknowing of my knowing unnerves me.
remains elusive and my confidence wanes?

fictitious character; a fraud that does not exist.
no longer me?

I am

Like writer’s block, the flow of ideas are not always
obvious or planned.

Figure.97. Pin and Pen Study.

Self-

doubt takes over and I consider the other of me as a

A Conscious Reasoning .

I am beginning to see and

experience that discovery of practice is through a
conscious reasoning.

As I reason with my practice an

assemblage of discovery reveals itself and that in turn

This (pre)

state of not knowing predisposes a state of knowing

leads to a knowing.

].

As I move through this practice journey I am situating
myself in a state of conscious reasoning.

A

tacit knowing of fashion practice is

acknowledged yet intangible.

These tacit

moments or happenings or reasonings are integral to my
practice.

I am no longer singular to the telling of my practice.
The other of me is emerging amid the telling of a

The

fashion practitioner is

knowing of a doing of my practice.

connected to the process of practice.

A State of Conscious Reasoning

Figure.99. Pin and Pen Study.

Why is it

that when I need to experience this knowing it often

Experiencing this Unknowing of Knowing

What is Known

[
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This voice of my practitioner self moves outside of me.

Figure.98. Pin and Pen Study.

A

conscious reasoning of the practice aesthetic is

This

method of visualisation enables a fluid

Engaging

I am connected to this voice that is no longer me for it

immediate and knowing.

is the other of me.

I am addicted to the other of me.

translation of ideas.

with the fashion practice process in such depth is

provocative and curious.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Narrative 1

the

Is

it

Toile

say what it needs to say

possible to achieve ?

proportions work ?

Is

there

balance

Figure.100.

Do

Practice Development.

Questions of Practice .

the emerging

Practice Development.

fabric will work in order to hold the structure ?

Will

the seaming detail

the

Figure.104.

Does

Figure.101.

Practice Development.

What

subtlety of line and form are examined

Figure.103.

Figure.102.

Practice Development..

Practice Development.

The

?

?

Practice Development.

Does
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Knowing in Practice

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Figure.105.

Introduction

complexity of line work ?

translate back into two dimensions ?

[

C an

The

the

proportion and silhouette be determined ?

practice emerges connected to a thinking and doing .... somehow at the same time

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

].

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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A Living Sketch.

As I work in 3D I am conscious of
the living and evolving process. I

am constructing shape and form,
together with drawing the style
lines on the toile. The decisions

I contemplate are simultaneously

As Practice Happens .

coupled with aesthetic reasoning

Figure.108.

and practical resolutions.

The

style lines are to become the

structural architecture of my toile.
The integrity of each seam line is fundamental to its
translation back into the flat.

of complexity when fitting to

Pattern Lay.

Figure.107.

This is an added layer

Style Lines and Masking Tape

Practice as Process

the contours of the human
form.

Whilst I do not want to

compromise the evolving practice
aesthetic, this two-dimensional

The

lines formed using a pin and pen method are

re-drawn, re-formed

& re-shaped.

material determines what is or
is not possible.

Figure.106.

Practice Development..

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Is this the same

as an architect who is bound by
the construction methods and
materials of a building?

practice is no different.

Fashion

A tension exists between the practicalities of achieving
the flat pattern and the fashion practice aesthetic
that I had not considered before when working in

Continual

this way.

assessment and conscious reasoning of the practice aesthetic take place.

It is the determination and the fixation

of my want to overcome such hurdles that drives
the complexity of the pattern construction.
challenged and that’s how I like it.

Three - dimensional

drawing using pin and pen enables early shape

The

practice process is simultaneously considered through

The

living sketch enables an

and

silhouette

diagnosis .

thought and action.

[

The

a

].

practice journey constructs a

state of conscious reasoning

evolution of judgements to be made.

Constructing

I am

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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Practice Development.

I find that I have to keep

Conscious Reasoning .

walking away and clearing my
mind of what I am seeing.

The

is both reasoned and applied

yet the developing toile emerges
as clumsy and uncomfortable.

Figure.111.

fervent sketching and modelling

Every line that I draw is reasoned

yet the emerging aesthetic lacks balance of line, is
proportionately erratic and is not right.

One Minute I Love it and the Next I Loathe it!

Sketching and Modelling

As a practitioner I can never quite put into words what
is not working or what is not right…I just know it is

Practice Reasoning.

not?

There is no doubt my conscious reasoning is
over-complicating my practice intent.

I am

thinking faster than I can sketch and I am

cognisant that the spontaneity of my practice
may be jeopardised if I don’t commit to the

Figure.110.

The

flow of ideas is not always obvious or planned

].

assumes the canvas that I am to translate the practice
aesthetic.

There are moments when I am deeply engaged in
my practice process.

This is when I am at my most

content and my sense of knowing is experienced as
heightened.

I am conscious of not thinking too deeply

about such moments otherwise I may lose myself in
a non-reality as this sense of
way to be.

Figure.109.

[

My practice is evolving through a living sketch and now

knowing is the only

For a moment I consider how consumed

and selfish this pursuit of knowing can appear; a

remarkable contentment and fulfilment beyond my

comprehension is experienced, if not craved, at times.
This is my space, a complex and private knowing that

Losing Myself in a Non Reality

A Living Sketch.

ideas as and when they emerge.

appears impossible to put into words.

As a research practitioner I wonder if this deep sense

of engagement with my practice grants validity to such
conversations with my practitioner self?

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

Introduction

Narrative 1
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Reasoning of Practice

[

A

Practice Reasoning.

Practice Reasoning.
Figure.115.

Practice Reasoning.
Figure.113.

Figure.114.

Practice Reasoning.
Figure.112.

Mark-Making as it Happens .

sense of anticipation heightens through practitioner reasoning

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

].

as I nquiry
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The visual intelligence and visual meanings translate my
innate sense of knowing through the visualisation and
translation of my practice.

I am guilty of becoming infatuated with looking; a
compulsion to see beyond my practice at what is.

Aesthetic Reasoning .

I

ponder ...is this seeing something I have contrived or

conceived or is it a natural evolution of my practice?
From each unique and momentary glance I see
something I had not seen before.

Each looking

Visualisation Translation Design

Evolution of Judgement

Exhibition

catalogues an inventory of intimate moments of seeing.
A visual inventory of abstract message or meaning

Aesthetic Reasoning.

].

Aesthetic Reasoning.
Figure.122.
I am witnessing a beyond state

as the other of my practitioner
self emerges and a heightened

sense of knowing and questioning
is experienced.

I some times do

not recognise myself when this
happens.

It is as if I lose myself

in a place in my subconscious that
is familiar and intense, and I just
journey faster and deeper inside.

Ideas flow thick and fast and I can’t keep up with my
thinking.

I like this place.

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

A Beyond State

Sketchbook Entry.

reasoning comes with an expectation to perform

Figure.116.

Practice

Figure.121.

Aesthetic Reasoning.
Figure.119.

Aesthetic Reasoning.

Aesthetic Reasoning.
Figure.118.

[

Figure.120.

Aesthetic Reasoning.
Figure.117.

known only to me emerges as a knowing of what is.

Introduction

Narrative 1

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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I have just finished my first toile and I have met with
a feeling of wrongness!

sense of knowing that I crave.

I wonder how I can

reposition my practitioner self to experience the
knowing of my practice?

Gravity of Reasoning .

The developing toile just is

not right and I am not experiencing the heightened

I cannot call upon this

knowing at will and the frustrations of not knowing
appears overwhelming.

As the tension

builds the anxiety that I am feeling is clouding my
aesthetic reasoning and practitioner knowing.

My crossings-out whilst in practice are at least

decisions but are fraught with anxiety as I know my
practice is not right.

I need to determine a set of

rules or criteria that might prompt my practitioner
state of mind to move forward.

My sense of knowing

needs to be open to what might be and not get

Figure.123.

Practice Reasoning.

disconcerted by such antagonistic blocks that feel

[

endlessly unproductive.

This is a very singular, isolating and lonely place.

The

].

inability to realise the practice intent causes a deep sense of block that is often

emotionally tense and frustrating
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Narrative

of
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Anxiety and Practitioner Reasoning

Why am I feeling under such pressure?

These Moments of Knowing that I Crave

Intensity of Reflection
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knowing for some time.

It is an uncomfortable sense

of loss, as if those moments are some sort of natural
high and an addictive state that I crave.

Both image and word facilitate my visual intelligences

Truth to What is .

to construct a language of my practice. This extension

of me, my thinking and doing, repositions my conscious
reasoning so that I can ask more questions from a
different place or viewpoint that might result in a

Practice Reasoning

knowing.

The developing toile emerges

on the mannequin and a sense
of deep engagement happens

through my thinking and doing
no matter of its 2D or 3D

Figure.124.

representation.

I can now see and my knowing
returns.

proposition of the practice aesthetic, is emerging

Practice Reasoning.

before me.

My practice journey is unknown yet the

toile, as my canvas, can now speak.

A Living Sketch.

knowing is articulated through
the line and form as a visual

conversation of what might be.

by the provocative and curious
moments of not knowing.
it okay to not know?

Is

Is this a

Figure.125.

Figure.126.

Figure.127.

Through my practice I am daunted

valid insecurity of practice and
of the fashion practitioner?

appear as significant as the moments of knowing

that I experience; a sort of (pre) state (of mind) in
anticipation of what might be?

These moments of

not knowing daunt my practitioner-self, but if they
were not to exist, then perhaps my
knowing in practice might not be?

This realisation brings a sense of relief
as this (pre) state of not knowing
predisposes my state of knowing.

I am

left wondering if this heightened sense
of knowing can only be experienced

after a not-knowing of my practice?

Constructing
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Narrative
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as I nquiry

In the Work Room.

].

thought proposes a temporary emotion causing an inability to experience a sense of

knowing that is craved

These moments of not knowing

Figure.128.

Sketchbook Entry.

R ational

My sense of

Not Knowing in Practice

A three-dimensional living sketch, as a visual

[

Eureka Moments are Not to be taken for Granted!

Not Knowing

I have not had a eureka moment or moment of
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I need to draw what I see of the toile on to paper as
the balance of the style lines from an aesthetic view
need further consideration?

Does it say what I need it

to say? Do I need it to say more?
the balance of line and form.

I am uncertain of

When I put pen to paper I can see and say more of

Conscious reasoning and knowing translate the context to continually question the visual ambition of the practice aesthetic.

what’s in my head.
will come.

If I draw what I see the answer

It might also be that I draw what I don’t

see and the answer happens during a moment of
knowing.

practice in two ways, one of reasoning and one of

A Living Sketch.

A Living Sketch.

Does this mean that I experience the doing of my

A Living Sketch.

If I Draw the Answer will come

Deep Engagement
The Living Sketch .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

knowing? Sometimes when I am consciously reasoning
with my practice my knowing just happens.

A source of frustration is that my reasonings lasts for
can be intoxicating at times.

Figure.131.
A Living Sketch.
Figure.134.
A Living Sketch.

Figure.130.
A Living Sketch.
Figure.133.
A Living Sketch.

I am left with a sense

of gain that inevitably leads to a sense of loss.

[

The

practitioner witnesses a beyond state as

the other of the practitioner - self emerges

].

and a heightened sense of knowing and
questioning is experienced

Figure.137.

Figure.136.

A Living Sketch.
Figure.132.
Figure.135.

A Living Sketch.

Figure.129.

hours and hours but my knowings are momentary and
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Immediacy of Expression

[

Note -taking

Figure.144.

Note Taking Through Practice.

Note Taking Through Practice.
Figure.143.

Note Taking Through Practice.

Note Taking Through Practice.
Figure.141.

Figure.142.

Note Taking Through Practice.

Note Taking Through Practice.
Figure.139.

Figure.140.

Note Taking Through Practice.
Figure.138.

Note-Taking through Practice .

].

and freehand drawing of the living sketch embeds a sense of knowing and exposes the

immediacy of practitioner thought and action
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Thinking in 3D

The Purity of Concept in Practice

If I look at each of the
seam lines in isolation

of each other then each

holds its own fascination.
The light and dark

shadows are singularly

Styles Lines with Pin and Pen .

conspicuous and I see
a visual depth to the

practice aesthetic that I

Style Lines with Pin & Pen.

Figure.147.

had not seen before.

Toile Development

Introduction

As I draw and sketch on my toile I begin to form a

Figure.145.

My toile is now an entity,

a muse, that stimulates my engagement and desire to
practice. My senses are heightened as I am seduced
by the flow of ideas.

As I work into the toile I am

exploring and resolving the human form as both an
aesthetic and functional object.

I feel connected to

the result of my actions and that these actions stem
from a prolific train of momentary thought with
infinite complexity

[

model that reflects my finite practice reasoning?

The

sketched pin and pen lines translate a reasonings of practice

Figure.146.

Style Lines with Pin & Pen.

Is it that this toile is a pinned version and a working
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the three-dimensional toile back into a two-dimensional
flat pattern.

I don’t want the lines to detract from

the simplicity of the sculpted form?

I wonder if

these lines need to be concealed, or if they are to

become intrinsic to the emerging practice aesthetic?

Figure.150.

Visualisation Translation Design.

Visualisation Translation Design .

My living Sketchbook comes to Life

Translation of What is

The pin and pen seam lines on the calico toile translate

comforted.

I know the complexity of line and form

].

balance of the piece is paramount when

looking and seeing

I do not consider my knowing to be

arrogant or presumptuous but gained
from a visual literacy that I perceive
from my experience of practice.

Figure.149.

The

too.?

Visualisation Translation Design.

works and now that I know, I know others will know

Figure.148.

Visualisation Translation Design.

Some time away and with fresh eyes my anxieties are
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As I reflect the style lines appear less significant?
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of a social statement of

meaning and cultural etiquette
synonymous during the
Victorian period.

Through

practice I have deconstructed

Visualisation and Translation .

a code of transactional values
visualisation and translation
is abstracted through the

aesthetics of line and form.

Figure.154.

and emotional sentiment. The

the practice aesthetic.

Transactional Values.

Transactional Values.

Transactional Values.

I ponder my engagement with

I am captivated by the dandy

as a refined poseur, was acknowledged to be a notable
role of the Victorian male suitor at the time.

Through the visualisation and translation of practice,

my cape represents the shroud of amorous intent. The

undergarment full of young peonies falling into spring
The inspiration

for fabric is drawn from the peony to signify the

Figure.153.

Figure.151.

Figure.152.

under the bow of the full bloom.

mischievous intentions hidden beneath the flushed

cheeks of the suitor who is uncertain of the riposte
that awaits.

The spirit of the nymphs empower the

courtier in pursuit of the love betrothed and it is with
confidence that the suitor presents himself.

I have proposed a masculine collar influenced by the

Victorian gentleman as suitor with notions of amorous
intent.

The oversized bow symbolic of the bouquet is

presented as a mark of wanton love.

The floral blooms

tempt and tease and the fluidity of line meaningfully

Transactional Values.
Figure.156.

Figure.155.

Transactional Values.

undulates the path about to be trodden by all.

[

Every

line that is drawn has a nuance of

].

immediate thought that becomes meaningful at the time of
knowing
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My practice is symbolic

A Visual Note.
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procrastination.

My thinking and doing construct

endless possibilities that excite, challenge and torment
my waking hours.

This can be a very dark place at

times; a place that is uncomfortable and confronts
my creativity, or so it feels?

Through Thought and Action .

I am sometimes beside

myself with what is or is not right.
extreme sense of block.

I am aware of an

I can’t see past or through

this place and I need to walk away.

These thoughts can hold me to ransom and a closing
in over shadows me and I am incensed.

I am learning

that I can rise above this often very dark and
defeating place and reason with my practice.

When my practice is right it can be a good place, an
addictive place, a place that I yearn to be consumed
by.

The

spontaneity of practice may be jeopardised if the

].

practitioner does not commit to the ideas as and when

arrangement: a symphony that is composed of an
aesthetic tune.

I pause for a moment and ask myself

why I have a need to anchor what I do as a metaphor
that aligns to the professions of others?

Perhaps it is about perception and value of what I do?
The working toile is near completion and I start to see
beyond its present incarnation.

Once in fabric I can

A Visual Arrangement

I consider the developing practice aesthetic as a visual

Emerging Practice Aesthetic.

they happen

envision a perfect kind of beautiful filled with intrigue
and story.

Am I assuming a kind of beauty known only

to me or will others see how I see?

Figure.157.

[

This Dark and Defeating Place

Endless Possibilities

This practice journey has amplified my tendency for

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate
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Practice Conclusion

Figure.159.
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On the one hand, the developed aesthetic is to be no

Natural selection versus Genetic Drift

Evolution of Practice

Dismantling a toile is both dispiriting and rewarding.

more, but on the other it is a positive step towards the
evolution of the practice aesthetic.

The notion of toile as maquette is beginning to interest

The Toile as Maquette .

me?

The endless possibilities to explore shape and

form teases my sense of what might be.
So, what are the supervenient forces?

edge of a creative high.

Is it

I am at the

conceivable that my thinking and doing momentarily
collide or meet, and my practice emerges through

A Visual Note.

the evolution of the process of practice itself?

My questioning is never fully resolved as the

dynamic evolution of practice has no beginning nor
There are no conclusions but a continuum of

Figure.162.

end.

looking and seeing at what might be.

An evolutionary synthesis of applied reasoning is

My senses are engaged and I experience a willingness

literary language.

to be seduced by my reasoning (s) of what I know or
mean or understand.

my anticipation and I wonder if this openness and

A Visual Note.

accepting of what ‘is’ (that I

know, mean or understand) are as
momentary truths that lead my
knowing (s) of my practice?

Figure.161.

The

].

meaning and message is only limited

by the mind’s rationality

A Visual Note.

[

As a state of mind this heightens

Figure.163.

Figure.160.

In the Work Room.

Am I doing justice to such a grand claim?
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modelling, draping and re-draping the seaming detail
within an evolving shape and form. I have become
obsessive about the significance of each line in
of my practice.

I wonder how this

insatiable, compulsive and obsessive
behaviour is sustainable?

My sense

of isolation is evident in my pursuit

....am I the only one to see ?

of perfection.

Inside the beauty

of line there is an ugliness of the
For me, the toile must

transition toward a purity of line
and form that is balanced, lucid
and effortless.

Figure.165.

whole.

thematic intent

Practice Reasoning.

support of the silhouette and

I am experiencing a state of not knowing and my

frustrations are immense but I now know my state of
knowing will emerge out of this chagrin.

I am tormented once again by this level of critique
that I place upon myself. I need to open my mind,
clear my head and experience an almost accepting

truth to what it is that I know, think, understand and
mean at a given moment.
know.

[

That is when I know I will

This

tacit said is the knowing

of

the

].

practice

practitioner

Figure.164.

of

Seeing of Process.
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Practice as Process

practice is disconcerting.

Working

Practice Development.

with a living toile means endless

The Torment of Self-Critique .

incarnations of a three dimensional
aesthetic where the nuance of
change would not be noticed

by even the most discerning of
spectator.

Tacit

decisions are made

based on eye rather
than rule.

My

practice feels like a

Figure.166.

Practice Development.

fashion practice as a process of

The Torment of Self Critique

My preoccupation with my

Figure.170.

Introduction

pilgrimage into the
unknown.

I don’t know where I am going or if

the next manipulation will sufficiently interpret what I
am trying to say.

fashion design.

My practice is not driven by market

trends or social demand but by articulation and
expression of a voice, my voice.

As a function of

fashion practice the practitioner voice has a role to

play equal to that of the artefact. The challenge is
how to externalise this voice meaningfully.

Doing

practice through moments of visual and literary

discovery are tacit and based on my intuitive eye for
what I think is right or will work.

There are no rules

and little or no knowledge of what has gone before.
My process of practice is unique to me and yet the

practice aesthetic belongs to the spectator? I am an

Calico Toile, Back View.

Calico Toile, Side View 1.

Calico Toile, Side View 2.

Figure.167.

Figure.168.

Figure.169.

author of this work much like a writer or painter.

[

The very future of my practice belongs to the

reflections of others. I am daunted by the very
thought.

].

A knowing when practice is not right is also
experienced
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It is clear at this point that fashion practice is not
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A Constructed Narrative
Evolution of Practice .

is obvious not enough?

It’s too obvious.

Why

Once the piece is concluded

there are no more questions, nothing to expose?

Constructing a narrative of my practice can only exist
if there are more questions to ask.

I am constantly

questioning what I do, know, or mean in order to

capture, understand and expose the immediacy of my
thinking and doing.

If my practice is to make sense

the spectator will need a curated context with which
to view my constructed narrative of practice.

journey that I am experiencing
of my practice process.

I feel

drained, sapped by the very depth
I have happened upon.

Evolution of Practice.

I am intrigued by the emotional

(that eureka moment) happens.

I am emotionally attached to my

Figure.172.

modelled and re-modelled until ‘it’

practice at this moment. It is

representative of me, my inner thoughts and ambitions
that are externalised through a

Evolution of Practice.

Evolution of Practice.

telling of my practice.

a visualisation of my practice

reasoning; a mapping out that

translates both the aesthetic and
technical into a two dimensional
object.

I nterpreting

the significant for critical debate is a characteristic of fashion practice

Figure.173.

Figure.171.

Every style line that I draw is

My toile needs to be cut,

in fact dismantled, and it is this moment that my

].

emotions are torn.
to be drafted.

This mapping enables a flat pattern

I have a connection with the developed toile that is to
be no more and I need to let go if I am to construct
my narrative further.
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Visualising Practice Reasoning
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Eureka Moments

As a living sketch my toile is

Reflections of Practice as Research

A finished toile is not finished.
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Technical Possibilities

Visual and Literary Notes

The style lines, or seam lines, are now determined.
The tension between the aesthetic line and technical
possibilities are carefully balanced.

This is the moment when the toile will be cut away
and returned to its two-dimensional state.

I have formed a deep relationship with the practice
aesthetic.

I have developed an intimate affair with

every fold and drape that I have engaged with.

This

is and was a surprise to me as the attachment is very
strong and very personal...in fact overwhelming.

The practice aesthetic is soon to be revealed beyond
the domain of my authorship.

What will become of

my practice now that it belongs to the spectator.

The

visual territory is no longer mine and I wonder what
they will see?

determined.

Visual and Literary Intelligences of Practice

I am on a creative high as the practice conclusion is

For me, I just know this very complex and

almost symphonic arrangement works.

I just know.

The decisions I have made, although tacit,

are visually

practice pauses whilst in this virgin state.

The practice

exposed.

This is a critical moment where my fashion

aesthetic, as object to be critiqued, remains unworn

and unadopted in abeyance of its intended purpose.
The cultural integrity, the visual and literary

intelligences of my practice, are to be considered

through this constructed narrative of my thinking and
doing.

[
Figure.174.

Tacit

on eye rather than rule

Technical Possibilities.
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A new confidence is contributing to the evolution of
my practice. I am deliberately and consciously being
true to the finite and some times infinite moments
of discovery.

As I begin to understand this narrative

space that I work within I am able to position my
thinking and doing more freely and at will.

Finished toile with style lines .

Truth to what is

A Visual Literacy

A truth to ‘what is’ as a moment of knowing is argued;
a moment when the gravity of my reasoning performs
what is the answer?

].

concluded I am needing to translate the toile into

practitioner forms a profound relationship

Am I bound by my own

limitations when it comes to technical ‘know how’ ? Is
it that this duality of a technical skill and a visually
aesthetic outcome are at odds with each other?
Perhaps the mastery of one limits
the resolve of the other?

a performance of my to-ings and fro-ings as I move
in and out of this narrative space.

Utterances that

are concerned with the evolution of my practice.
At this moment I am the sole protagonist
of the piece and I ponder how others
might critically gaze upon my work?
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The performative role of the practitioner

I momentarily consider my practice as a performance;

Draft Toile with Style Lines.

with the practice aesthetic

a working flat pattern.

Figure.175.

The

Now that the developing practice aesthetic is

Final Sketched Toile with Style Lines

[
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Toile as Maquette
Practice Development .

My Tussie-Mussie

The Tussie-Mussie
My heart pours
Fixed on love

Emotions break

Requite no more
Gifted gaze
Intent

Passion

A suer for the hand
Touched my soul
Awkward echo
Yours.

].

a glimpse of what is or
might be

Figure.176.

Draft Toile.

[
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a deep sense of block that is emotionally tense

and frustrating. I don’t like what I have done and
everything I do is not right. Rational thought tells

me that this is a temporary emotion that is causing

my inability to experience a sense of knowing or the

A Living Sketch .

eureka moments that I crave.

The perception of this is obsessive. No doubt as

a sculptress works on her clay maquette and in a

A Temporary Emotion

Process as Narrative

My inability to realise the practice intent is causing

moment of block squishes it to a pulp, taking it back

Figure.178.

to the point where it

was first conceived. This

moment of block is where
I am now.

dark place.

This is a very

get the better of me and

I am mindful of reasoning
with my thinking and
doing.

A Living Sketch.

A Living Sketch.
Figure.179.

and I must accept this as integral to the fashion
practice process.

Figure.180.

A Living Sketch.
Figure.177.

Working with a living toile means endless incarnations

[

The

reflective practitioner is mindful of creating a record of experience
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My role of practitioner is now the engaged spectator.
I am critically evaluating the practice aesthetic with
fresh eyes.

The fluidity of line, shape and form begin

to make sense and I can see through to a practice
conclusion.

Objectivity of Practice .

me to view the practice

aesthetic more objectively.

Figure.181.

This is my living sketchbook.

Sketchbook Entry.

Technology has enabled

Fashion

practice can be too abstract

].

Figure.182.

build a future knowledge

Practice as Object.

and needs more insight if we are to
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balance and affinity with the dress as the under-

garment. The bow is grown as an extension to the

main body of the cape. All necessary seaming is hidden,
and if not, integral to the

Purity of Concept .

the back is unresolved as yet.

The petal shapes are collapsing
and I am hopeful the use of

inter-lining may help with the

Paper Toile.

style lines. The floral motif to

shape and rigidity without

confusing the purity of the

Figure.186.

Paper Toile.

This paper toile is not
working.

work with the under-

].

I need to make

the front longer and add
more drape to the front.

Figure.184.

shape and form engage the spectator

going to plan as the

neckline on my third
draft toile needs
further design
consideration.

The

style lines around

Figure.183.

the neck do not
translate into a

flat pattern piece.

This added dimension or consideration when developing
such complex structures needs to be resolved without
compromising the form (or fit) and the silhouette as
intended.

This is not necessarily a concession or a

compromise but a finding of a new answer?
There is always another answer.
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The Purity of Concept in Practice

Not everything is

Translation of Practice.

floral swirls , as motifs , and the lines that construct the

Figure.187.

The

The balance of

the proportions do not
garment.

Draft Toile.

Figure.185.

Draft Toile.

floral formation.

[

This Peony in Shrouded Glory

Toile Development

I am drafting my second toile of the cape to ensure
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Symbolic Inference

I imagine the role of

the male Victorian suitor

symbolic of the effeminate
masculinity that existed
at the time.

Complexity of Judgement .

The ritual

Symbolic Grammar

As I work on the cape

A Visual Note.

Introduction

immaculate ‘dress to

impress’ that sometimes

hid the disingenuous intent
of the suitor becomes the

Figure.188.

of starched collars and

grammar of the piece.

The symbolic inference of the Peony, said to have
nymphs hiding amongst the petals, is obscured by

the tailored prowess of the groomed gentleman. The
formality and sense of occasion deceives both giver
and receiver as the unravelling affair represents the
shame and bashfulness politely felt.

I am sketching furiously to capture this symbolic
exchange.

As I try to negotiate

Complexity of Judgement.

the fuzziness in my head. I am compelled to pick
up paper and pen.

As a practitioner why is it that

my thinking becomes clearer when I turn to a more
visually based medium?

Is it that my resolve emerges

as a moment of fortuitous expression?

A kind of

visual working through: a way of remembering what

is subconsciously in my head and the experiences, as
moments of knowing, are heightened?

Figure.189.

One blink of an eye and the moment is gone with no
recall after the fact.

Moments of knowing, as a rush

of ideas, flow through my hands.

These are my most

prosperous moments, and although fleeting, are valued
beyond my comprehension of what is.

[

The other of me commands my flow.

What

is known at the time of knowing
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a

Narrative
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Negotiating the Fuzziness

I still don’t know what I mean?
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Fascinated by Looking and Seeing

Looking and Seeing

M indful

In the Work Room,, Side View 2.
Figure.193.

In the Work Room,, Three Quarter View.

In the Work Room,, Front View.
Figure.191.

Figure.192.

In the Work Room,, Side View.
Figure.190.

In the Work Room .

[
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Complex Deconstruction
Pattern Making .

is helping to make up my first dress from toile. The

methodology is intense and we both acknowledge that
the method of pattern construction needs to adopt a

Complex Deconstruction.

Through autonomy of process we dismantle the toile

and draw a pattern directly from it. The pattern pieces
are a set of complex and curvaceous pieces that are
unrecognizable once deconstructed from the toile.

Each pattern piece is numbered, notched and marked

with precision and then laid flat to ensure the pieces
are workable when reverted in two dimensions.

If the

pattern piece cannot be laid flat then we determine a

Figure.195.

new style line to resolve the problem.

The notion of ownership begins to haunt me at this
point, I’m not sure why?

Others can now take the

pattern pieces and make the garment without my
hand.

I no longer have exclusivity to the finished or evolving
practice aesthetic as I tempt the choice of fabric to
lie in the hands of another.

Learning to let go is to be

I am

perturbed and aware that my thinking and doing is to
be at the behest of a looking and seeing of others.

From

].

each unique and momentary angle something

is seen that had not been seen before

Figure.194.

In the Work Room, Pattern Lay.

the natural conclusion of my practice endeavour.

[

Constructing

a

Narrative

of

A looking and Seeing

Figure.196.

Pattern Piece.

new process of production.

There is Another Way ?

I was talking with the very skilled pattern cutter who

Fashion Practice
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Complex Reconstruction
Pattern making as an Art .

cutting captivates my conscious seeing. The intrinsic
complexity of the pattern lay, whilst in its 2D state,
mesmerises my comprehension.

[

What is it that I am

looking at? Each piece bears no resemblance to the

pattern block and challenges the logical processes of
pattern construction.

As a collective the pattern pieces become a striking set
of abstract shapes with each having a role to play in

].

E ach of the pieces stand abstracted and isolated and the ordered
re - construction occupies the capabilities of the practitioner

the construction of the practice aesthetic.

Individually

the pattern pieces each command a sense of space
and unique recognition for their complex beauty.

Pattern making is a transformative act of practice.

inanimate objects, the pattern pieces are brought to
life and fused together to become a 3D object.

distanced from their intended fate as each pattern
rather than united as one whole.

Why is it that we, the practice community, willingly
deconstruct the aesthetic of the finished artefact,
yet this moment of practice process often goes by
unnoticed?

Pattern Making.
Figure.198.

Pattern Making.

This moment of seeing warrants its own glory.
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a
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As

I am

piece captures my attention as if to be applauded

Figure.197.

Beauty is a Complex Thing

Laying the pattern pieces on the cloth ready for
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Flat Pattern .

This Voice ...
The evolving production process is mosaic-like and
singularly linear.

Each pattern piece is deconstructed

and reconstructed piece by piece, otherwise the

complexity of construction could not be captured or
recalled easily.

Each pattern piece is cut on the style lines and a
modus operandi is adopted.

personal thing. I need to draw the style lines in order

for the piece to be translated from 3D back in to 2D.
The purity of line and form need to be maintained,

Before I begin to Draw...the Purity of Line and Form

Detaching myself from the developing toile is a very

Practice Reconstruction

Complex Construction

Appendix

Exhibition

together with the technical constraints and possibilities
of cloth as a two-dimensional construct. The toile

will then be dismantled to form the pattern pieces
for the first translation of the finished toile.
This is a moment that I can only describe as
a sense of loss?

A personal attachment has

emerged I now need to let go as the toile is to

be deconstructed in order to be re-constructed.
I am questioning the automatic and compelling

need for symmetry that is mostly practised in a
commercial setting.

My practice process has technical

constraints placed upon my aesthetic wants. I am
empowered and fulfilled as if I have just given
birth to something new.

I consider the experience

similar to a maternal bond and the responsibility

that I hold for nuturing its developmental being?

Pattern

making is a

transformative act

Figure.199.

Pattern Making.
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Pattern Making.

and I take a moment to consider fashion practice

as comparable

to the arts. The
worthiness of

fashion practice

Practice Reconstruction .

Beyond Skill

Beyond Craft

This practice process limits the commercial possibilities

goes beyond skill

Figure.202.

and tradition of
the craft.

Drawing on the term art-making I consider my thinking
and doing as practice making and to be considered as
a cultural phenomenon in its own right.

In this post

modern world the time must be right to grant integrity

A Visual Note.

to the authorship of fashion practice.

Purity of Line and Form

The drape of the partly reconstructed toile is

convoluted and undulating and I am reminded of my
love affair with the purity of line and form.

Although

complex, the practice aesthetic must remain effortless

Figure.200.

Pattern Reconstruction.

Figure.201.

to the discerning spectator.

[

A

visual inventory of abstract message or meaning emerges
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The first toile that became so precious to me is no
more.

This moment is disconcerting as no record exists

of what is my practice?

Figure.203.

Complex Narratives.

These Complex Narratives .

E ach

looking catalogues an inventory of intimate moments of seeing

Constructing

a

A Narrative of Practice

A Visual Inventory

[
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memory.

A visual inventory of my practice is emerging

simultaneously to my thinking and doing.

As a

record of my practice process these images represent
moments of discovery as I reflect on what is.

Through Thought and Action .

The

visual intelligences and visual meanings

translate memory as a record of events

Figure.204.

A Record of Making.

[

Constructing
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A Record of Making

I am struck by the power of image relative to
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My obsession with the theatre or symbolic story

telling through my practice is central to my thinking
and doing.

Once the fabric starts to speak, without

being too dramatic, my obsession intensifies as I

construct the meaning or message through symbolic

Engaging with Art Making .

through shape, form,

proportion, silhouette,
fabric, colour etc.

Canaday (1958, Vol. 4. p.25), art editor and critic for the New York Times, argued
that art flows from the deepest sources of life and that the world that we see
consists of emotions and intellect that are part of the world of painting. These

Symbolic Suggestion.

suggestion exaggerated

Figure.206.

semiotic analogies expressed by social and cultural comment construct a language
by which fashion practice speaks.

so many thoughts rush through the mind and are forgotten just as quickly

Figure.205.

[
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Defining what Inspires My Practice and Me

Analogy

Engaging with Art Making.
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].

These Voices
of what is

as interpretation
My Peony

The Immortality of Sentiment

Mood and Theme .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

Shame and bashful
Nymphs that hide

Of youthful bloom.

Flirtatious be

Of early shine

Indulge delight.

Elegant flower of early morn
Curvaceous be writhe

This early bud

Yet to bloom

Translucence of skin

Delight and tempt.
Nymphs do peek

Others delight

Out of sight

Young buds of flower
Suitor’s attention
Entangled awry.

Blushing and teasing

Shadow is where

Hidden their folds.
Sun’s rays

Silken slopes

Cheeks fed by the light.
Heart pulses.
Day closes

Finished Calico Toile.

Petals weep

Night falls

Mood Board.

Brings the blush
Tease of you.
Bashful bask

Curvaceous be

Love want and lust

Figure.207.

Figure.208.

Be of you

and I of me

My Peony.

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate
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Symbolic Suggestion

studies (Popham, 1953) are believed to be fabrics
folded over a clay model.
What draws

me to these studies

is the anonymity and

‘incidentleness of the

draped forms over and
above the body.

The very science of

My heart pours
Fixed on love
Emotions break
R equite no more
G ifted gaze
I ntent
Passion
A suer for the hand
Touched my soul
Awkward echo
Yours .

examining brush strokes
can reveal the artist’s

character and painterly
intent.

Can fashion

practice be viewed in
this way?

The drapes,

the folds, the textures
the use of colour and

fabric etc. entwined in
the provenance of the
piece.

Figure.213.

Practice Reasoning.

Studies of Line and Form

Sketchbook Entry.

Figure.212.

Figure.211.
Popham, A.E.
1953, Plate 5, Cast of Drapery for
a Figure Kneeling to the Left, The
Drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci, 2
Ed, The Reprint Society, London.

studies provide opportunity for different engagements with the studied practice

].

Identity seems to have stepped in. Is this translation of
my thinking and doing a representation of me?

Who is Me?

These

Drapery Studies and early Madonna’s

plaster.

Figure.210.

Symbolic Suggestion.

It is assumed that Da

Vinci draped the clay models with soft rags dipped in

The Tussie -M ussie

Calico Study.

Appendix

The early work of Leonardo Da Vinci’s early drapery

The Language of Flowers .

Figure.209.
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[

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

It’s like

I am facing me, as if I am unwittingly confronting my
inner self....the self that knows?

This knowing is me, an extension of the me that I

recognise but the me that only exists in this reflective
state that I now crave.
.

I am outside of me once again.
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My Peony

Is thinking and doing in 3D at the same time normal?

I am working through my practice development guised
as a 3D sketch.

I contemplate whether all creative

practitioners think in this way?

Does it Say More ?

I don’t know ?

speak its own dialogue for others to interpret what
they will.

My Peony
M ischievous Nymphs hidden amongst the Flower’s B loom
C arefully placed to tantalise the suitor and gift freedom to his lust
Hypnotic charm displays the journey of love that is placed
The gesture of an admirer , masculine and ritualistic as solicited
Prowess softens as the nymphs find their place and succumb to true love

My Peony : Finished Toile.

This

language of

[

My Peony

thematically expressed through visual and textual means

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate
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An Obsession with Theatre

My practice is becoming performative in that it must

Thinking in 3D

This Voice ...
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Figure.214.
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distracted my practice focus. I have decided to go with
it or otherwise it will only lead to frustrations where
I am not channelling the thought processes on the
job at hand.

This free flow of distraction augments

new and unknown agendas, conspicuously playing with

Does it Need to Say More ?

my preoccupation with what might be.

If I interrupt

my flow then I might find myself in a place of
uncertainty.

In the Work Room, Side View.
Figure.217.

In the Work Room, Front View.
Figure.216.

In the Work Room,Front Bust View.

In the Work Room, Back View.

Figure.220.

The

In the Work Room, Front Waist View.

[

In the Work Room, Three Quarter Bust View.
Figure.219.

Figure.215.

This is not a place I like to go.

Figure.218.

The Distracted Journey of Practice

Questions of Practice

My readings about the Tussie-Mussie appear to have

practitioner is guilty of becoming infatuated with looking
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of Flora and Fauna.
enough.

Such a simple liking is not

To ‘do’ practice as a literal interpretation will

not engage with my intuitive knowing.

My reasoning

of practice feels like an extension of me’; a sort of
interpretive knowing that the other of me knows. I

The Immortality of Sentiment

realise that I am unable to say or put
into words what I know because

Sketchbook Entry.

the other of me just knows?

My practice decisions happen in
a blink of an eye.

One minute I

know the answer and the next

I don’t. Is it that my practice is

of

an extension of me (the other of

S entiment

of knowing?

My thinking and

doing appear as one significant
happening.

Ask me before the

‘happening’ and I will not have

lost

the answer?

The Tussie-Mussie torments a broken heart.

The floral

bouquet wrapped so beautifully is facing the floor.
wilted rose weeps for the heart of another.

The

On walking

away the backbone appears weak and the shoulders no
longer a portrayal of confident love.

My Tussie-Mussie

The petal wilts
The backbone is weak
Saddened and bewildered by the love
My floral bouquet is down trodden
My rose is no longer in bloom
S ee how my heart bleeds

me) and what I know at the time

Figure.221.

The I mmortality

A Reasoned Understanding

Beyond the Narrative

I am drawn to the vibrant colours and amiable blooms

A story of lament and unrequited love hosted in a floral

display that still holds beauty to those that tempt to look.

There

appears a compulsion to see beyond the practice to what is meant

].

Figure.222.

My Tussie-Mussie : Finished Toile.

[
Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate
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A Visual Note.

As my Tussie-Mussie comes
to life the complexity of

the construction appears as
unimaginable.

How has this

complex structure come about?

Symbolic Suggestion.

Figure.228.

am compelled and abstracted for

My Tussie-Mussie

Discovery of Practice
This Journey of Looking .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2

I

the briefest of a moments.

Each looking introduces something

new to my visual intrigue.

I can’t stop looking and I

move outside of myself to see.

This is the beginning

of a new seeing and I ponder its ending.

Each time

I see my senses are heightened as my knowing just

knows; the balance, the line, the form, the fabric, the
composition, the seaming, the silhouette etc. all sing a

Figure.224.

harmonious tune, or so it feels.

Down from my ‘knowing high’ I consider this seeing as
no longer mine.

Others will begin to see in ways.

Figure.226.

This

seeing beyond the narrative of what is

].

translates as possibilities of how practice is
viewed and understood

Symbolic Suggestion.

Finished Garment in Cotton Organdie, Back View.
Figure.225.

[

Figure.227.

Finished Garment in Cotton Organdie, Front View.
Figure.223.

Symbolic Suggestion.

I need to let go.
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I am enjoying this looking and seeing of my practice.

At first I did not think I would find myself…but I did

and this has been the most exhilarating of experiences.
I have found the other of me.

Is it that the fashion practitioner moves unwittingly from an abductive position of philosophical

reasoning to a poetic or aesthetic reasoning during a thinking and doing of practice (sketchbook work, reflection, diarising and visual inventorying etc.)? The philosophical approach is deeply
profound and hypothesises logic and order whereas poetic or aesthetic reasoning situates imagination and invention. The practitioner deeply engaged with the exploration and discovery of
practice moves in and out, through and of image and word externalising cognitive thought and aesthetic reasoning that constructs a narrative beyond the practice aesthetic. This seeing of
practice becomes a way of seeing as a telling of a knowing of a doing of practice emerges.

[

a moment when a gravity of reasoning performs what is the answer

].

Figure.229.

Calico Study.

privileged secret, or so it feels.

a

Narrative

of

Fashion Practice

as I nquiry

The Narrative of Practice

The narrative of my practice is known only to me; a

Constructing

It’s like having to find my creative self. I can’t remember what I look like

This Seeing of Practice
Becomes a Way of Seeing .

Narrative 3

Narrative 2
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